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L: . ,�.;�� el •• 
learch ot tlle literature reveals widely 
divergent views an4 a vaat. &11eat, of controversial 
••terial ooneerning the care or the lactating
ltreast. An .at'ti8Jllpt baa \teen •4• 1ty taia author 
t.e winnow out the logical amt aore auhata:at1ate4 
••the4a of ma.Jtagement. an4 to ll&ke ne 119Bt1n ot
ot.ur •tae4s except when ta1 are 4eeply roote4., 
ad tben enl7 to oat.ea tllea. 
!hanks are. eapee1allJ clue Dr. WJ.111& Brown, 
or the Bureau ot Jlaternal an4 Ch1
1
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THK llATOIIY AND HISTOLOGY OF THE HUJWf BREAST: 
The anatomy of the lactating breast is fairly well kn.own 
by most practitioners, and little attempt will be made to 
give the anatomy in detail as that may be found in any 
textbook on the subject. For those who do not feel certain 
about the structure after reading the brief sUliliiary below; 
an excellent account has been given by Eoeneke (43), who 
made a dissection of a primipara, aged 'Z7 years, who died 
twenty four hours po•t partum. 
Anatomically the breasts as described b,.- Bland (11), may 
'be looked upon as collections of highly apeoialized se­
baceous glands with their function directed not to lubri­
eatien, but to nutrition. In the normally 4evelope4 adult 
they appear as herd.spherical masses, presenting chiefly 
1n the anterior thoracic area. Surmounting the central 
seotion or the breasts are the nipples. Surrounding each 
nipple is a circular pigmented area or modified integument, 
termed the areola. 
!he size or tlle breae\ varies 1a 41fferent 1n41viduala,
depending on the development of the glandular tiasue proper 
and on the amount of fat deposit. Genera.llJ the left 
'breast 1a slightly larger than the right. While uaually 
4ome-11ke and prold.Jle-nt in the virgin. ·1;11e organ• are gen. 
erally aore or lees tlaeo14 an4 penclule111 in pareua 1n41v14-
11&la. 
!he akin of the nipple ·anct areola c1 rr•rs fro• 'UlattelOIA
: 
on other part,e of the be4y. On the nipple 1t 11 wriu:led 
\._.,, 
and contains numerous sensitive papillae. On the summ-
it are the openings of the lact1ferous ducts. The nipple 
does not contain sweat glands or hair. The skin of the 
areola resembles that covering the nipple, though it is 
more delicate in texture. Scattered over the surface ot 
the areola are several--ten to fifteen--sebaeeoue glands. 
These become quite prominent during &•station, forming the 
so-called tubercles et Kent.gome17. 
The secreting structure of the breast consists of' from 
fifteen to twenty separate lobes. Zach lobe 1a a compound 
racemose gland and is formed by a nwnber of lobules. :lacll 
lobule oonaiats of acini or alveoli, 111.1rround1ng a central 
oanal. The canals from t.he lobules unite to fora the ex­
cretory ducts--fifteen to twenty 1n DWllber--called the 
lactif'erous or galactophorous .. ducts. 
The gland 1 s supported by a f'i rm network of f1 broua 
tissue. This invests the entire aurf"ace of the organ and 
sends proceasea between the lobes and lobules and ext.ends 
out1'&rd. to the adersurtace or the akin. A variable quan­
tity ot adipose tissue 111 found over the surtaoe ot the 
breast, except 1ame41ately beneath the nipple and areola. 
!'at is a1,o found to a limited extent 1n and about the 
le'Ne and lobules. 
C1rculat1cms The blood. aupplJ et tlle· 1"reaat 1a troa the 
t.herac1o 'branollea et the axillar,, the internal aamr.r
and the lnt.eroeatal art•r1••• !lle ve1na eo:rreapont. t,c, 





The veins immediately underneath the skin become, as a 
rule, quite prominent during pregnancy and remain so 
throughout the entire period of gestation and lactation. 
Lympha.tica: The lymph vessels empty largely into the 
axillary nodes. A few arising from the inner side or the 
breast perforate the 1ntercoetal spaces and empty into the 
me41ast1nal nodes. 
WerYee: The nerve supply is largely from the inter.postal 
nerves through their cutaneous branches. 
Histology (40): Prom a strictly h1stogen1c stan4po1nt 
the mammary glands shcn1ld be considered as append.ages or 
the skin. yet these glands are so eloaely relat,ed to the 
reproductive function, attaining their full tlevelopment 
only in the lactating temale. that it seems equally proper 
to consider them as aceessor, reproductive organs. 
The 119.1111ary glands aay be regarded as mod1f'1e4 sweat 
glands. Though pro4uc1ng a fatty secretion they show no 
reaemblance to sebacecnas glands. The m&11B1ae undergo the 
same slight but progressive development in both sexes until 
the time of puberty when they suf'f'er regressive changes in 
the male, persisting on.ly in the Nd1men1iary condition. 
In the female they continue to grow, but beo�me functionally 
active only in the advent et pregnancy. Upon the llem1qrber-
1cal corpus mammae ean be 41at1ngu1ahed the central ra1ae4 
nipple or •&IUd.lla, ancl.·the surrounding reughene4 ad pig­
mented circular area, the areola. 
Bach aaamary gland. ••na1ata of titteen.to twenty lo'bea, 
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each ot which is of i taelf a branched aaccular gland 
whose lactiferoua duct opens on the surface of the nipple 
near 1 ts apex. The main lactif'erous or lobar duct sub­
divides 1n an arborescent 11s.nner1nto man1 interlobular 
ducts, about which are clustered the groups or ocreting 
alveoli, each group forming one or the many lobules in­
clud.ed�:111 a lobe of the gland. The structure of the lob­
ule, as well as the general appearance of 111croscop1eal 
section• of the gland, varies according to the stage ot 
development and tb.e con41t1on of aot1v1t7 of the organ. 
Tlle Active Gland-: During lactation the glandular al­
veoli are so n11J11erous as to form l,y tar the most prominen\ 
portion of the glamt-. Bach lel>ule consists of a cluster 
of aacaular alveoli which open by short alveolar ducts in­
to the interlobular ducts of the connective tis-Ne which 
invests the lobules et the glad. The alveoli are closel.J 
packed within the lobule. 
The actively aeereting alveoli are 11ne4 bf- cube14al or 
low colwmar cells which va17 much. in height even within 
the same alveolus, and. are eften eonsiclerably flattened. 
Fat ,...pleta accwaulate within the d1 stal portion ot their 
cyt.oplaam. The droplet.a increase in s1 ze as well as in 
number, until they finally occupy the greater part of the 
distal end of the cell and are separated from each other 
by only a narrow interval of albuminous cytoplasm. Finally 
the fat droplets are discharged into the broad lumen of 
the alveolus, where they apparently still retain a thin 
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albuminous envelop which prevents their cohesion and 
consequent fusion, and thus permits their suspension 
1n the albuminous, fluid portion of the milk. The milk 
may include also cytoplasmic and nuclear debris. 
The spherical nuclei of the secreting cells during this 
process are crowded to the base of the cell, and after 
the discharge ot the secretion the shrunken but nucleated 
cell remnants remain in situ; after a period or rest the 
cells apparently resume their secretory function. It 
appears probable that ea.eh cell in its life history may 
repeatedly pass through the cycle of seeretery changes, 
though the exact numnr ot such cycles which an 1nd1v1d­
ual cell may present obviously does not admit of demonstra­
tion. 
As a rule, the active epithelium consists of a single 
row or cells, though here and there they appear as if 
piled upon one another to form a double layer. During 
pregnancy many of these cells may be seen in mitosis. 
The actively secreting cells contain basal filaments. 
These filaments appear to break up into granules from wb.1.ch 
•1nute f'a·t spherules develop. The ep1 thel1UII rests upon
a reticular or homogenous basement membrane, within which 
are occasional basket oella. These have been 1nterprete4 
as smooth muscle cells, similar to·those of' the secretory 
portion of' the sweat glan4s. The alveoli of tae aetive 
gland are so clesely packed tbat a connective tiasae tun­
ics propr1a la no •ore than aearcely demonstrable. Tu 
�\ .. -.- · 
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thin tuniea propria is, however, richly supplied with 
blood capillaries, lymphs.tie vessels, and nerve fibers. 
Elastic fibers are more abundant than was formerly re­
cognized in the walls of the alveoli and in the inter­
alveolar connective tissue, frequently in intimate assoc­
iation with small muscle fibers. Suoh "elastico-muscular 
apparatus• is well developed in the peripheral portion of 
the glands, in the subpapillary layer in the skin, and 
especially in the vicinity of the nipple. The elastic fib­
ers, which are superficially distributed, appear embedded 
at their depper ends in the muscle fibers. This peculiar 
arrangement of elastic fibers in relation to smooth muscle 
probably aide in the expulsion of the secretion. 
!he Resting Gland: With the cessation of lactation the
glandular alveoli undergo a rapid atrophy, and are re­
placed by connective tissue derived from the interlobular 
stroma. The duets contract and the epithelium piles up 
to form a two rowed, or even thicker layer. 1'he alveoli 
are reduced to mere buds from the terminal ducts, and 
their lumen is almost obliterated; their epithelium is 
similarly massed into a double layer of small cells. !he 
lobules are reduced in size and consist only of a few 
shrunken alveoli clustered about the termination or an 
interlobular duct. The lumen of the alveoli, it any, con­
tains no secretion, and that or the ducts, except tor a 
little granular albwainous mat rial and an occasional leuk­





The connective tissue stroma is much increased 1n volume, 
and 1n places shows a marked infiltration with tat. The 
alveolar tissue or the mammary gland at all times contains 
wandering leukocytes, and man1 granule cells, both acido­
phil and basophil in character. 
Yi th the appearance or pregnancy, the gland promptly 
reenters a state of activity; its alveoli multiply; its 
connective tissue becomes relat1vel7 d1m1n1'shed in voluae;
its lobules are reformed and their alveoii finall7 begin 
eecl'8t1on, a process which is heralded by the formation of 
a granulo-tatty colostrum; a rather serous fluid in which 
are suspended large numbers of colostrum corpuscles, large 
spheroidal cells, resembling leukocytes in their general 
form and in the character of tmir nuclei, but. which poaeeaa 
a broad rim of cytoplasm often containing numbers ot tat 
globules ot varying size. 
Coloatrw1 discharge precedes and follewa the period ot
lactation for a few days; it appears also in both sexes 
in the offspring after birth, where it 1a commonly known 
aa •witches milk.• The tunetion of this colostrum has 
been interpreted to 'be the chief source of supply of pre­
teetive antibodies associated with euglobulin, which latter 
ia aa1d to 1M lacking 1:a the lltlood. of th.e mwl7 born. 
Jtl1DIOIDGY or Tffi BREAST: 
I 
I:a or4.er that etrorts to eontrol lactation 1'&1 be placet: 
on a rational l>aaia it 1a neceasary that the more 1aponant 
taotera ooncerne4 with. breast 4eTelop .. nt·and tunction 
-
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should be understood. 
The ovarian hormone, esterin, which passes into the blood 
stream in large quantities .. · throughout pregnancy, 1s res­
ponsible tor increased vascularit;r and hypertroph7 of the 
breast, its milk ducts, and its glandular tissue. The 
corpus luteum hormone, progeetin, secreted during the same
period, brings about further differentiation of the gland­
ular structure, with acinar formation, according to Folley 
an4 his cow:rl:era ( 30). Both of these hormones, and more 
especially esterin, have a powerful inhibitory effeet on 
lactation, probably acting chiefly through the anterior 
pituitary gland according to Wenner ( 60). Thus during preg­
nancy, the breasts are hypertrophied and their specialized 
glandular tissue 1e devel.oped, · but m1.� 1s not HOr&ted. 
Aft.er the child and secundines have been expelled trom 
the uterus estrin and progest1n are withdrawn, the blood 
hormone level rapidly falls, and the inhibitory action of 
these hormones on the anterior pituitary gland and on the 
breast is removed. Prolact1n, the lactotrophic fraction 
of the anterior pituitary secretion, 1s now passed into 
the blood stream and the breasts are stimulated by this 
hormone to produce true milk. In this action it may be 
aaa1ated by the so-callee! t.11Jrotroph1c fraction ot the 
sue eecretien, which 11&7 also have some lactogen1c proper­
t.1• a, 1 a maintained. ..,,. Jellej ( :,1), and by vi krd.n I, wb1oll 
. . 
prebably baa an effect on the anterior pituitary glan4� 
&lll't&gon1at1c to estr111 and t.herefore favoraltle to lactation. 
-
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L&ctation is maintained by the continued action ot pro­
laetin aided by the sucking retlex. The latter is of con­
siderable importance, and milk production may be expected 
to diminish, and ultimately to cease, unless the breast• 
are frequently stimulated. 
Nature bas made woman an exception to the rule ot other 
a&1U1ala. In her, the secretion or milk does not begin un­
t.11 the aaeond or third day, rarely on the first day atter 
birth. In animals the milk la present in the glands the 
first few houra--even during labor. This delay 1a pesaibly 
an outgrowth or civilization, in that the function ot re­
production 1s not allowed such tull play as formerly, and 
lactation especially bas been neglected for generations, 
resulting in by'poplaaia ot the glands. 
On the second clay--or, as is usualy in primiparae, on 
the th1l!'d day--the breasts grow harder, the veins l>ecome 
promine�t, the whole organ tuller and heavier; tb.e patient, 
has the 1:reeling that the secretion of milk ia l>eg1nn1ng 
ribea a prickling or burning sensation. Soon the 
reaches a considerable degree, and the individual 
can be telt as bard. atrlnga--the lobes or the 
hard. lumps. The gland 1a IIUCh fuller w1 th 
llleoct a 4 teel• ho\ to the t,ouclt. Barely, it 'beo••• 
and sometiaea tb.ere 1a a turgeacenee et t.be aur­
tace. !lle milk oe• a into the bre-aata ll'Qch. ••re atel'llil.J' 
ln prialparae; they express it aa �•noting 1n• and the 
41atreaa eauaed la •••tl•s ver, severe. 
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The woman says the breasts feel like two hot weights on 
her chest, and it the little extension of the gland which 
sometimes lies in the axilla is involved, the patient keeps 
her arms outstretched in considerable discomfort, if not 
pain. 
These phenomena are attended with a slight flow of milk 
from the 'breasts, even if the baby does not nurse. At 
each nursing the milk comes with greater force, but after 
twenty tour hours the process is not so active, though 
there aay still be much milk for a week, the binler being 
always more or leas wet with 1t. Lesser degrees of act1�1ty 
et the breasts are common, even agalaet1a, absence or lac­
tation, being observecl. Even though the breast• show tumor, 
dolor, calor, and ruber, the phenomenon has 1noth1ng to do 
with inflammation; the patient has no temperature, or, at 
aost, one�half degree F. 
In multiparae the secretion begins earlier, sometimes 
even in the twelve hours after labor, and the breasts do 
not take on such sudden action, but lactation �gins more 
gradually, and seldom do the breasts swell ao that the akin 
ia stretched over tho tightly, as in primiparae. 
The •nlargement of the breasts 1 a not due wholly to milk. 
bly a small part of milk is formed. 'before the nur11ng, 
moat' being made while the cluld is sucking. Tm 41eten.­
a1en of the 'breasts is due to swelling of the g1anc1.·oella 
and l711Phat1e engorge11ent--beth preparate17 to the toraation 
of aillc. As aeon aa the child begin• to . nurse the gland 
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cells break. down into fat globules, the cells produce the 
milk plasma rrom the lymph in the distended lymphatics, 
and· active secretion ie established in the menner somewhat 
analogous to the action of the parotid gland. Completely 
established, the milk secretion becomes regular. The b�asts 
fill up and are emptied 1n sequence, which-is dependent 
largely upon training. If the child is put to the breast 
to nurse at regular intervals, the organ quickly aecomodates 
1 tself to the houra. and .. one notices that, when the usual 
sequence is interrupted, the breast will begin to function 
at the proper time. 
The first milk that comes resembles the secretion that 
aay be pressed ou·t or the nipple in the latter part ot preg­
nancy; it is clear or only slightly cloudy, sticky, conta\.na 
yellow streaks, and is called "colostrum.• 
The colostrum under the microscope is seen to be made up 
of fat-globules, a watery fluid, and the so-called coloatrwn 
corpuscles. The fat-globules are of\en adherent by a thin 
substance which is visible atter staining with certain rea­
gents. The colostrum corpuscles are roand, ovoid, or stellate 
cells which sometimes show aaeboid movement and have one 
or aore nuclei, which color with ammonia carm1n. They con­
tain nuereus fine ra t-glolau.les. 'there they come rrem haa 
been d1aputed--they are believed to be changed- gland epi­
thelium or leukocytes, aaat cells whi
0
ch nave gathered up 
rat-globules. Since the:, are phecyt1c they probably- are 
not epithelial. !hey remain f'our to aix clays, and reappear · 
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if there is stasis or inflammation. In addition, lympho­
cytes are found, more or less full o.f fat drops; indeed, 
they may be balled together so that they can hardly be re­
cognized as white blood cells. Colostrum contains very 
little if any casein, but nearly 15% lactalbum1n and lacto­
globulin, with much fat. It, therefore, has a slight ca­
thartic action on the new-born babe. One sometimes finds 
colostrum in the breas�s during menstruation, sexual ex­
citement, always during pregnancy, early lactation, and 
4ur1ng the weaning process •. !be colostrum at this time
helps the reabsorption or the milk. 
Hwnan milk 1s an opaque, slight yellowish or bluish-white 
liquid, with a characteristic odor and sweetish taste. Spe­
cific gravity varies from 1.026-1.036; it is neutral or 
alkaline; i ta freezing point 18 A:: -0.49 to -0.63. ll1cre-
1cop1cally, one sees innumerable fine tat-droplets, alike 
in size it the milk is et good quality, and occasionally 
a glandular epithelial cell or a leukocyte. 
It 1• still unsettled whether there is a membrane of 
�ase1:p around the tat-glolnles or not. The globules tloat 
in a tllin, almost transparent, senim which contains albwain. 
8oMt1mes bacteria are present. 
!!le cempoa1t1on of human millt varies from d.ay to 4a7 an4 
from hour t.o hour. It contains 87t,C nter, 121',C aol14s,. 
of which 6.21,C 18 milk 8\lgar, 3.78,C tat, 2.29% p,roteine, 
and 0.71,C aalts. In round f1pree, a1lk bas 88,C water, 
2" prot.e14a, .ft.,C tat, am 6,C •USAr• J.lolt aa79 the Sligar 1• 
.,.... 
nearer 7i�, and he emphasizes the iron content, 1.7 ag. per 
liter. The tat of the milk comes from the epithelium lin­
ing the ac1ni and alveoli. 'lb.en the proper stimulus reaches 
these cells, whieh are low, cuboid, with one nucleus, they 
enlarge, the nucleus divides 1n a vertical direction, the 
cells become columnar, the protoplasm shows tat globules, 
especially near the lumen of the acinus, and finally the 
cell membrane breaks, setting free the formed tat. After 
this process is repeated several times the cell itself is 
cast off, its place being taken by others made by lateral 
prel1t'ers.t1on. It is possible, but not proved, that the 
epithelia can select fat out of the circulating bloed, or 
make 1 t from the carbohydrate ever present in the gland.
The casein, since it does not ex1at 1n the blood, must be 
made in the gland itself, as also must the milk-sugar or 
lactose. It' there 1s stasis o:f milk 1n the breasts, lactose 
appears in the urine. 
The fluid parts of the blood do not reaeh the milk by 
filtration or exudation, but are separated from blood by 
special secretive action o:f the glandular epithelium. one 
must accord. the epithelium the most important function et' 
making the milk. 
bzyme•, or 11v1n� t'er11ents. are tGUDd in the milk aad
give it vital sustaln1ng qualities. Breast milk 1s a living 
aeoret1en, and contti,ins all the :rood requiNmenta ter the 
infant, rea4y tor t..-,ctt ate abaorpt1 en, v1·taaina and. &'l&o 
ant1l,od1es to 1ntect.1on. 
·\_ ·
ANOJIALIES OF STRUCTURE: 
1. Athelia: This refers. to an absence of the nipple
trom one or both breasts. It is extremely rare. llore 
common than the complete absence ot the nipple is a eon­
d1t1on in which it may be flattened, depressed, or even 
wabilioated. 
2. Polythelia: This 1a the term applied to a breast
with more than one nipple. It 1s rather rare and has 
little or no obstetrical interest. 
3. Inverted 11pple: Inversion ot the nipples is a rather
co .. on anomaly. It results from some abnormality ot devel­
opment in the muscular tissues (an atavistic reversion to 
em'bryolog1cal type) in and about the areola. The anomal.1' 
is ot some importance, for it may render nursing diffi­
cult or even impossible. 
In slight degrees of inversion all that is necessal"J' is 
to appl7 frequent gentle traction with the fingers during 
the months of pregnancy. Traction may· also be aeoomplished 
1n a V&'r'f effective way by the systematic application of 
a vacuum cup. In obstina.te cases it may 'be necessary to 
emplo7 a nipple shield during nursing while in still 
others the use of the breast pump may be r.equ1red. 
4. A•aat1a: This term 11 applied. to a total al>sence
or rudimentary develepment ot one or beth breasts. Tetal 
aln1enoe 1 a extraerd1nar11J rare. Small breast.a are not 
unusual, but Ndiment&'r'f organ• are seldom seen. To the 
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5. Pol;rmastia: Thie is one or the most common anom­
alies of the breasts and is encountered in every three 
or four hundred patients. When the breast is inactive, 
the condition may not be recognized or even suspected, 
but with the onset of lacteal :f\lnetion, the same hyper­
plastic changes occur as are found in the breasts them­
selves. 
It has long been taught that polymastic women were 
especiallJ fertile and tended to bear twins. There 1a 
some, but not conclusive, ev14ence to support this view.
Bland, who has made a study of' the eondi tion,· sa1s that 
as far as fecundity is concerned, they did not seem to be 
at all unusual. 
Accessory tissue with or without nipples may be found 
almost anywhere on the body. It 1s most frequent in the 
axillae. Here secondary deposits often become enlarged, 
tense, and engorged with the advent of lactation. After 
the establishment of secretion and nursing, the activitJ 
in the accessory tissue rapidly subsides. Special treat­
ment, therefore, is rarely necessary. 
6. B7PertrophJ': While normally there is great variation
1n the size of the breaata in different individuals, undue 
enlargement or true b.Jpertropbf is not. frequent,. Deaver 
and KcParlan4 (20) mention only 232 cases with references
ver1f1H. 
la rare instances the enlargment reaches enol'IIOUS pro­
portions. A left breast removed from a pa t1ent poat · mortem,
-16-
weighed 67 pounds and the right weighed 40 pounds. 
As a rule, the hypertrophy develops in a relatively 
short span of time. In one pat1ent--pregnent--dur1ng the 
course of ten weeks the right breast reached 58 cm. in 
circumference and the left 57 cm. 
7. Atrophz: Following lactation more or less flaccidity
occurs and, owing to the diminution or adipose tissue, the 
organs become considem bly reduced in s1 ze. That the 
breast itself ie not envolved in the atrophic process 11 
shown by restoration of size during subsequent pregnancy 
and lactation. Diminution in the size of the breasts with 
flaccidity also occurs after the menopause. 
8. Small or Retracted 11pples: This c<nd1,1on is not to
be eonfueed with the inverted nipple, as this condition 11 
much more amenable to therapy. Jadaashon, et al. (39) have 
experimented with guinea pigs to show the effeet of topical 
applications of various sex hormones on the nipple. The 
experiments apparently have been ea re full:, done, w1 th 11 ttle 
chance of error. 
They prove that te1te1terone, adrosterone, and an.dros­
tanet.ione when applied in an aqueous solution to the n1pp1e 
of male g111nea. pigs caused an enlargement or the treated 
nipple. 0111 aelutions of testeaterone and anctrosterone 
applied in the same manna r were with out, effect. 
:latrcme, equ1nl1n, an4 equ1len1n, when dropped on 1n an 
�aqueous� aelut1on esuae4 a 4ee14•41J greater enlarge•nt. 
� �. 
et the trea te4 nipple than 414 tm ._le• •• D.C>l'llene a. 
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ll&cBryde (45) then determined the effect of such hor-
mones on the human tema.le breast in such oases where the 
nipples were small or :retracted. He found extradol ben­
zoate much more effective than other substances by in­
jection, and also for topical application as contained in 
an ointment of hydrous wool fat and petrolatum. Each day 
5 am. containing 25,0001.u., was applied by the patient, 
te the breast region on one Bide, rubbed in for t'i ve 
minutes, and allowed to remain on over night. The breast 
of the other side was used as a control and reoe1,ved the 
same amount of eintment base without the estrogen, and the 
aame amount of �assage. 
Definite breast browth of ccnsiderable degree was pro­
duced by the estrogen subat ance abm :rl>ed through the skin 
directly into the breast tiasae. 
Tha ointment, un1 t for unit, waa more effective in pro­
ducing breast growth tb&n injection of estradiol benzoate 
or estrone. When the hormones were applied to the skin, a 
steady progressive growth oecured as measured by caliph.era 
and by photographic eVidence. 
AKOllALIES OF J'UlfCTION: 
l. 011gogalact1a1 Agalaotia: One of the cemmo:neat co�­
plainta ot nursing IIO'hllers is scarei tJ or lack ot mill:. 
Total a'baenee et milk is tmnd only when the 'breaate are 
a'been.t, a :rare aa••l.J• 'fhe cauna ot 4et1cient Id.Ji••­
oreticm are genera� weakneaa or 111 ..-1,11; maltol'lla<tiona 
er 4ieeaaea ef tba nipples, which render nursing 1apoaa11tle 
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or too painful; occlusion of the milk-ducts, or destruction 
or gland tissue from mast1t1s; insufficient stimulation ot 
the breast by a puny child; inadequate amount of gland 
tissue as a congenital anomaly, which might be be.reditary, 
successive generations of women not having nursed their 
children; disuse of the. breast in successive pregnancies; 
old pr1mipar1 ty women w1 th the f1 rat child after thirty­
five seldom being able to nourish the infant; starvation, 
the wasting diseases, and the effects of febrile a�tect1ons; 
emotional states, a quiet, placid disposition contributing 
to a good supply, worry, fright, pain and anger, reducing 
or temporarily stopping the flow; ls.ck of lcwe for the child 
••1' recluee the aaount; aenatrua t1on rarel7 t"*d.ucea 1 t;
e'bes1 ty--but not invariably; h•errhage du ring labor; inter­
ruption of lactation for any cause. The milk uma.lly 1s 
not so abundant when nursing is resumed. 
A large breast.doe� not mean a good supply ot milk, since 
it may be made up mainly of rat, with little gland tissue. 
Small breasts with thin skin and blue veins coursing under 
the surface usually give plenty of milk. 
The aymptou of deficient milk-aupply are, n.rst, the dia­
treas or the ch114--1ta loss in weight; second, pain 1n 
the 'breasts and the absence or secret�ea. !he ab.1ld 1• 
miaatist1ed with the nipple; he aay au.ck tor a·mort w1a11,, 
but f'1ncl1ng nothing there, will reftl ae 1 t an4 or,. After 
allppleaeatal reeding he goes to sleep. Den there 1a 
plenty or milk the aether can feel. 1t leave the 'breast an4 
l 
see the infant swallow. There are al so some drops of 
•white nourishment• a.rourd the mouth. These are all ab­
sent 1n agalaet1a. Weighing the child before and after 
nursing proves the lack of milk. If the mother persists 
in nursing after the supply bas diminished, the act comes 
to be attended with pain in the breasts, radiating around 
to the back, first only during the nursing, later 1n the 
intervals also. Unless nursing is interrupted, serious 
inroads on the woman·' s heal th may result. 
If there is not enough milk in the breast�, an attempt 
may be made to stimulate the secretion by diet, cool batha, 
and massage of the breasts, but only a few cases are amen­
able to treatment. Xed.1c1nes have ver,- unoerta1n, it any-, 
action. Kalt extract, somatoae, or other preparations 
vaunted to atimula te the secretion may be preaoribed. •it 
preparations ., however, may fatten the patient and 4r;r up 
the milk. 
By increasing the liquids in the diet the total quan'titJ 
of milk may sometimes, but not always be increased. waen 
the milk supply is not augmented, the patients put on tat. 
Jlilk. may be given in large amounts, also water, very weak 
tea, chocolate, oatmeal, an4 ba�ley graela, and oyster-stew•,
in adcl1t1on to the regular cllet. The etteot. 1a not perma­
nent, an4 too 1n1oh water thins the ltlood. Alcoholie 4r1nk• 
aheul4 'be restricted, er. better, avoi4e4, and eertainly 
lty a meroenar, wet nurse. Alcoh.elics are not gCMNI fer the 
infan:t.. 
-. Cool full baths stimulate the skin and the breast also. 
They may be taken daily at about 80 to 84 degrees Fahren­
heit. Biers method of producing artificial engorgement has 
been applied to the breast to stimulate the tlow of milk. 
The results thus far have been fair. P1tu1tr1n bas failed, 
also placenta extract. 
llassage of the breasts stimulates the formation of milk, 
according to De Lee. One wishes here to irritate the gland. 
This is done by raising the whole breast from the chest 
wall and working it gently between the fingers. Care should 
be used not to bruise the delicate organ, as an absceas may 
result. The gland 1s than held against one hand, while the 
tip• ot the outspread fingers of the other hand made oir­
eula.r movements all a.round 1 ts periphery. 
The best stimulant for the milk secretion is a vigorous 
infant. Abt 1 s electric milk pump has proved V9J"1 usetu.l. 
One should not be discouraged too aoon, as the establish­
ment of the milk secretion is_sometimes slow. In one ease 
sufficient milk did not eome until the :f'1:f'th month. Otten, 
after the patient ia up am. gets outdoors, the milk comes 
in larger quantities. One may be misled to believe that 
this is the action of some special drug or ot reeding. 
Jt, ho wever, the measures 1:astitut,ed have ne ettect, 1t 1• 
wiser to discontinue them as soon aa this faet is apparent. 





2. PoJ.tgalact1a: This 1 s the abnonaal increase ot milk
secretion. It occurs mainly in women of atheBic llabi t, ancl
usually Sl1'bs1des in a few days without treatment. A re­
stricted dietary may be of help.
:,. Oe.lactorrhea: Continuous flowing ot a m1llt-11ke ee­
eretion f�m the breasts, irrespective of nursing, and per­
i 
elating after weaning, 1a calle4 galactorrhea. It 1a ver,
rare alid rather intractable. !he cause 11 unltnewn., 1'ut 
the disease is more frequent 1n neurotic wo•n, and 1n 
ao• cases abnonaal praotioea on tba breasts 111&y lte aue­
pecte4 if a\1mulat.1on and exaggeration are el11d.nate4. 
It aay )e uila eral er Dilateral, 1ntel'll1tting ter a tew
4aya o-r weeks, o recur again; aay follow abort.ions or tu.11-
term labors, ma 'be alight 1n &11oun.t or prof'uae, aa nch
as several quar • 'being lest 4&117. Perbapa a chronl c 
galaotoph.or1t1s mq explain some o't tbe cases ot galaoterrhea.
Instances are o record ot the flow lasting trom eleven
to thirty years !he healtll ua12&lly suffers mere or· less,-­
& condition cal
t
•4 •ta'bea lactea,�-.;.but it, maynot be
attected at all
Treatant ,f!9r-l this condition 1a d1tt1cult. Oompreasion
et the breast ·1,f binder !a first practicect. Iocl14 of po­
tash 1 s recoue �. 11,ut does not always an. A chron1 o 
galactophor1t11 aho�d. 'be looke4 :for, &ncl it toun4, tlle 
1ntlamae4 pert! n of the breast exe1�••• Chloral, 1'ell&­
denna. ant1pyr1 , brem.des, and· ergot nave all 'been tr1ecl, 
with Tarying ta lure. Return ot the menstruation is
1.· .. ,1
_..' 
usually accompanied by stopping or the f'low, and therefore, 
perhaps efforts to favor the return of the menses may be 
useful. Attention to the general health is advisable, and 
a little wholesome neglect of the local condition to dis­
tract the patient's mind from it may also be usetul. Jlan­
ary extract and corpus luteum may be tried experimentally. 
4. Abnormal K1llt: Remarkable as it may seem, the milk
of the mother, although plentiful, may not agree with the 
child. De Lee has seen cases where it seemed to act like 
an irritant poison, and fatalities have been reported. 
These have all been neurotic mothers, and most of them in 
the higher classes. Chem.cal and m1eroseop1e examinations 
have not given satisfactory exam1mt1ons. Shannon believes 
that foreign protein from unusual diet of the mother may be 
responsible. 'rhe condition may or may not recur in aubse­
ctuent pregnancies. 
The child will refuse the breast, in whieh case the milk 
may have a foreign taste, or it will vomit the 1nJeete4 
milk or have a diarrhea from 1 t, somet1as with fever. The 
milk may appear yellower or thicker 1n these cases, showing 
either a persistence of the colostrum er an increase 1n rat 
and proteida--that is, it is too r1·�11.; 0Urioual7, 1ometiae1 
a child will retuae one breast and accept the other; in a 
case or t
h
e kind the m11k·ot one breast was aa14 to be aalt,. 
It the milk 1a 'believed to disagree with the ch114, oauaillg 
green. aer14 atools, the nursing should be d11continued tor 
48 hours, the breasts being regularly emptied in the •an 
. \._,, 
'tt1ae bJ 'breast, PUIIP• !he ch114 1a fed en a subetitut,e 
. a1llt, and at the en4 ot t.b1s pen. o4 anetaer trial is ade 
ot the mother's milk. It it again causes intestinal dia­
turbanoe, the wisest oou.rse to puraae 1a t.o obtain a wet,. 
nurse ter the ehild� 
If the mother' a milk 1a det1e1en1i in. one or the other 
1ngrecl1ent, the ph7a1c1an will 1natr11ct the nurse to g1 Ye 
an a441tional feeding of t.hia or tat preparatia .ot ngar,
cream, 'barley-water, eto atter eacll marm.ng. Bot nca 11&7 
'be ezpeetect tre1141et1:ng the metbtr. Illneaa of tbe·n�r 
atteeta tbe quality of t.ae· ld.lk, reder1ag 1t. 1nd:1p·s-t11Dle, 
an4 alae 41m1n1sh1ng tu &110Dnt. :aaew rla Gl·realati·ng· in 
\beaa.1.erna1 'b1eocl are exere1.e4 in t.lle •ilk, whtolrl. ta UPlle 
et toercalo11a, atreptoooena. p7ooooce1D1a, aa4 pe1'tap• 
tor malaria. !11.e infant aay � inte.eted fro• tu gel'lla 
t.lma 1wallowe4, or trem the germs ocmta1nea in pus which 
••••• frea a .... &r'J' altaeeaa. Bxceptiena to this ata.teaet. 
are not rare. De Lee mentions having seen· septic woHn, 
eTen pn9Ullon1a ca••, a11rae their ltab1ea w1 th 1.,_11;7. 
A wnan with'· 41phtlleria, g1 ven anti toxin, 11&7· aura•·· 
Strong netlon1, acoerti ng to le1ftai-t. ( 51) ll&J' oauae 1Jl-
41p at1oa, 41arr�, · green corrosive at,oola, evea coavulaioae 
ant 4eathot tbe infant,. 
5. 1D•rlao\at.ien1 . Ia the higher grades et society,
llff•rl&;\ati�n ·1. "practtoallJ Dbowa, kt 1nveat1gatiou 
among persona or the ao-callecl lo wer olaaeea serve to allow 
t,he extent to which thi•· regrettable practlee 1a 1Jlclulge4 u •
The normal duration of lactation, it may 'be contended, is 
a variable period dependent on several factors, and conse­
quently any definition of what composes hyperlactation must 
be purely arbi tral"f one. 
Dingwall-Fordyce (23) speaks of hyperlactation as those 
cases in which maternal nursing, wholly or partially, have 
been indulged in for longer than twelve months after birth 
of the infant. This limit undoubtedly is, on many oceas1ons, 
successfully overstepped, but the proportion of eases in 
the class where this procedure is ad'fi sable, or even Jua­
t1f'1:able, 1a 1nfintes1mally sDll, and,grave dangers are 
incurred by its adoptien both for mother and child. In 
t.he great majority of cases the condition is a Vieious habit 
bred of the belief that lactation insures the avoidance of 
pregnancy, and it 1a indulged in solely as a mean� to avoid 
future f'1nanc1al burdens. 
lf1'perlactat1on affects (a) the mother, (b) the suckling, 
(c) later children.
Aa regards the mother, even partial breast nursing fer 
longer than twelve months can be rega.rcled. in no other 
light than a.s a severe physical strain, more eapeciall7 when, 
aa 1n most cases, the general surroundings are those toWld 
1n the none 1.oo salubrieus poorer quarters et a large 01t7, 
and wh• the available n.ouriahment is toe often poor &J.Ul 
unsuitable in qul1-t7 ancl scanty in quantity. In a441tioa, 
there 1a 1;he conatu.t pesaib111ty of a supervening prep.ancy�. 
a condition necessarily acting as a double strain. Only 
\... _, 
,oo often, in such caaea, en the birth of the second
infant, the mother is quite unable to satisfactorily auckle
fer an1 length of time, an4 even when capable of doing so 
the value of her milk is, in many cases, unquestionably 
41m1n1shed. 
In ma!Q' cases, the suckling thrives excellently, and no 
unaat1afactory effects waateYer result. I• allot tlutae
oases, howeTer, varied auppleaeatal aour1amaeat 1a given ill 
acid1 tion. Katernal milk daring the second 1ear of lacta t1on 
admittedl:, is 1na11:r:r_1e1ent ,as t.he sole food of a child, an4 
those children whose nnriabment at this period 4epeu.a 
largely on it, are fomut to 4.eYelep various symptoms of 
wealmeaa and. 4eb111t;y. Bet only ao, bu.t tlle a1n4 of the
aotber· is apt to l,e llllled to a a�nae of aecurity aa re­
gards the welta-re et her child, and a virtuoaa knowledge 
of her aelf-aacr1ficing devotion to it leads her to cona14er 
the nature of any aubaid1ary_nour1abment entirely a matter 
of secondary importance. 
'ftere pregnancy aapervenea the foetus conceived ia apt 
to autter, and, 1n addition, a malet'icient intluence 1a 
exero1se4 over the prospects of' later children ill the 
family. The r18ka 1ntrodueed 1nto their lives are those 
1nc14ental t,o d1a1niahe4 ability on the part ot the mether 
to suckle and also to a diminished value or her milk. 
rrn ev•rJ point ot view tae pract1oe et prolonge4 lactat1011 
1• eminently un1at11tactory, the risks are real, an.4 the 




6. Painful llngorgements The most common disorder or
> 
the breasts is painful engorgement. The general notion 1a 
that w1 th engorgement the breasts are overfilled with milk. 
'rhis is true only in part. While a small amount of milk 
forms spontaneously in the breasts, the symptoms are due 
to lymphatic and venous stasis. One can see this in aome 
case•, even the skin being edematous. The engergement ocoura 
on the second, third, or fourth day,. when the -.1lk comes 
in•, and it may occur at the time or swl4enly weaning the 
. __,,--
ch114, when t.he usual relief produced by nursing 1,8/abaent. 
The breasts are very heavy, painful, and. hot; they feel 
warm, but there is no rise of body temperature. There 1a 
no such thing as -.1llt-f'ever•--a fever the ancients aaor1be4 
to the engorgement of the breasts on the third or fourth 
day. Fever at such time is usually due to infection. 
llxamina.t1on of the breasts shows them to be much enlarged,
tend�r, hard, so•ti•a edematous, and of a bluish, mottle4 
appearance. The nipple ia :f'lattened so that the child 
cannot grasp it, and the secretion of' milk ma7 be auspencled-­
the Ires.st.a are choked. up with swelling. Tu part or t.lle 
gland running up into t.he axilla enlarges too, and the
patient cannot bring her arm to the side. 
If' let alene, the engorgement gradually d1aappes.rs, the
gland become• sot\, and the milk rl�ws readily when the 
child nurses. It 1rr1ta ted by too much. or too rough 
massage, DJ breast pWBpa, and by too frequent nursing, the





Since the determination of 1JaP1 and of blood to the 
breast is due to hJ'Peract1v1ty, sedative re11t41e1, net 
st1nlat1on, are needed • .l saline catbfrtio ·� be given 
\ 
.
to 4eplete the system;· l1(lll1ds by m0\1,th are restricted, and 
the breast is put at rest as tar a-s possi'ble, which meana 
that the periods between nursings are to be lengthened. 
In moat cases proper support, of· the breasts is followed. 
bJ immediate rellet. !his may be aecompliahed b7· tu •••
ot a sling applied 1n the folloWing manner. The sling 1s
a piece of cotton cloth about. 18 1nell.ea w14e and a Jarcl. 
and a halt long •. It •1 l!Je tern trom an old sheet. The 
sling 1 a pasaecl UJ1der the pa 1i1 ant's 'back ancl both encls are
4rawn out in o,:ocler that no wrinkles mq :raa1n UJMler her. 
ft.e right brea1ft 1a 11fte4 u.p•rA an4 tewanls tat m1411ne
and; after placing a cotton pacl under the ou.tep ancl. lewer 
qwutrant, the right en4 et the al1ng 1a carried. ever t.M. 
left ahe11lljr and pinned.. T1le left aide is adjute4 in 
a similar manner. At the two points where the upper and 
lower •rgins · et, each a14e ere as, aaf'ety pins are 1nserte4 
to prevent slipping. .l piece ot cloth aDDut two inches 1a 
41-ter 18 now· Cllt a1ra7 from the cenwr ot each s14e in
ord.er that the ohild ma7 nurse without removing the sling.
bring the intel"V'a,le 'between aurld.nga a<a•ll square ot
-,,,.,
sterile gauze 1a stappec1. ·;,-er this •p•1ng,T). 1111.en tbe
e'ling 1a ·properl7 aclju.s\ed, it is f'elt that Wafalil:Jrng ••
aan7 ad.Yantagea ove-r the unal swathe t.:,pe ot 'b-illde:r.- tJla.t





If' pain ie marked, an injection of one grain of codeine
may be given, and ice bags may be applied. Some patients 
prefer warmth--when a warm wet boric dressing may be ordered.
Sora.nus, of Ephesus, A.D. 100, said.not to pump the breasts, 
because it increased their activity. Massage of the breasts 
1a employed in rare cases, and is praei1ce4 as follows. 
Kassage and the use of the breast pump are contraindicated 
if there is t.he least suspicion of 1nflaama.t1on. The tech­
niques The operat.er aterilizes his hands and anoints the 
breasts with sterile albolene oil. Tne first motion is one 
of even eompreasion of the whole breast. Both hands are 
apreaa out as evenly and smoothly as possible over the breast, 
and firm compression is exerted against the chest. The 
blood and l1111Ph are thus pressed out and away from the gland• 
on removing the fingers one may aee depressions in the surface.
Thia pressure is not painful, but the ecm:t,nr,. After thia 
even pressure has been practiced for a rew minutes and all 
the gland covered, gentle circular stJJokinga are made fro• 
the nipple towards the periphery. The four fingers ade 
circles around the nipples, preeaing harder as they go away 
t:rom the nipple. 
!ae 1'rea9\ 11 ateadiecl. by the other hand. At\er circling
the 'breast twiee the th1ri aot1on 1a 1nat1tutecl. One hancl 
1tea41ea the breast, while 1'our :O.ngera ot the otbllr hard 
wipe the milk toward the nipple. A.By milk to rmed 1 a \hu1 
' 
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e,ueezed out or the nipple. Thia ls the least illportant 
et the three motions. !he last motion is a repetition et
the first motion,, and nearly always the patient will feel 
nch relieved by the pro ceclure, even though no milk baa Nell 
expreaaecl. !he breasts are now 'ban4age4 amootb.]J and t1glltly. 
Arbarbanel (1) reooments teatoaterone propionate tor 
paintul eagorge•nt. He says ens, rgenentl 1 a more ltltely 
I 
to 'be painful 1n pr1m1parali, in those whol 4o aot nurae, in 
tho• whose babies nurse p�orly, er in th�ee who wean tlle1r 
'babies tor one reaaon er anetmr. Pain 11  iau.ch ure likely 
to eeour where the breaRa are aall. � p�1n aay 'be 
een"Hre4 a'IH>ui. the nipi,le or be situated. �t tbe upper, e11ter 
ctu.cl-rant of t1ut breaat. 
J'ltt:, oaaea et ffTON pa1.atul one,,rgeile� et the l>Naata 
were treat.eel w11ih te•toaterone prepicmatel. lla.7 ot taeae 
lwl ta1 1e4 to :reoe1ve 1'911et w1tll an a4efaw tigb.t 11pl1tt
b1n4er, toe capa, an4 an&l.geaica. 
!re·at•nt- eena1ate4 111 at-epplng prev1ouia ud.1ca:t1en. an.a
giving· 5 ag. et teatosterene propiona-te 1�tl'&IIUaaul.arlJ. an4 
I 
another 5 •I• aul»eutaneoualy an aou.r l.at r. Ballet waa 
11au.lly apparent in one llalt t• one 1lou.r, an4 waa practicall.y 
I 
ee�lete 1n 3-6 lleu.ra. Oooaaionally a ailk tranaient. ga­
l11otorrhea waa noted.. TIie breasts gene 111' 'beca• oom­
pl.et.ely soft in three 4aya, it the 'baby 14 not aentiaae 
to nr••. In aothere who eon:t1nue4 to n •• their lla.1>1••• 
no 1*1'b1t1on waa note4. Thia was ob.eek 4 'bf we1gh1nga. 
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Ot the f1�ty patients treate4, 92% obtained practically 
complete relief. Of the rema1nd1ng 4%, one obtained marked 
relief with an aclditional 5 mg., 1 obtained questionable 
relief with 10 mg. more, and 2 failed to receive relief. 
7. Caked Breasts: Much llas been wr1 tten about •cake�
breasts• and stagnation of milk as being the chief precur­
sors of suppurative mast1t1s. Sherrick (52) believed re­
tained breast aecretion were chemically irr1 ta. ted to tm 
parenohfmatous tissue. Dawson (19) maintained. such secre­
tions acted as irritant.a only when reabsorbed. Rieken (35) 
quetes Kahn as sa:,1ng that he found t.hose women whose breasts 
we� completely evacuated by means ot a pump rather than
�y nursing 414 not develop a aaatitia. He telt the mech­
anical evacuation eliminated 'both stagnation and trauma. 
,• 
Dippel and Johnston (22) peinted out that acute mastitis
eccurred most frequently during the :f':lrst two weeks of. 
lactation and it was during this period that stasis ot milk 
and the incidence of •cued breaats• was the higlleat. It. 
- -
seemed to them the stagnant milk was an excellent pabulum 
for any larking pathogens. 
While the above arguments have mucil merit, 1t seem• they 
have received undue emphasis. De Lee affirmed that the 
simple retention of milk aeldoa terminated in an 1nf'ls.mma­
te>l"J' reaction. W1111ams ( 62) pointed out that if' an art1-
t1e1al stasis et milk were produced by obstructing the 
orifices of the lactiterous ducts, a suppurat1ve process 
developed only when pathogenic bacteria were introduced. 
J 
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Actual clinical etudiee have confirmed this abservat1on. 
Kammographic visualizations have also demonstrated tl'Bt 
the so-called •caked breast• is not due to an obstructive 
retention or secretions in the lactiferous tubules but rather 
to a co�estion of the secreting cells themselves. Jlammo­
gra.ms have repeatedly shown the ducts leading from •caked• 
lobules to be patent and on no ocoaa1on have secretions been
recovered by aspirating tbs cannula.ted 'ducts. The induration 
and swelling in a breast thus affected are due therefore 
to the vascular and lymphatic ens:>rgement or the duct walls 
and to � edema of the epithelial cells which line the ae1n1. 
These oongested cells do not secrete milk. Intereatingl.J 
enough, these •caked• lob.ilea seldom suppurate unless traUJlla 
and infection are superimposed. 
It the breast becomes •caked•, the concern should not be 
fer the affected lobule, but fer the unaffected segments. 
Seldom does the "caked •1obule suppurate, for it 1s a con­
gestive and not an 1nna.mmato:ry process. It is dangerous 
only in that the associated mastalgia interferes with 
complete evacuation of the uninvolved lobQ.les. It nursing 
becomes so painful that conplete emptying is not obtained, 
then a breast pump should be employed. Massage, stripping 
the nipple, or too forceful attempts to evacuate the dia­
tencled areas are detrimen. tal • The resulting trauma aecen­
tua tes the congea•1qp, produces ••all regional heaatomas
which f'urn1all an inviting place for bacterial gronll. 
l 
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8. Specific HyPerseneitivenees to own Breast Xilk:
Duke ( 25) has reported several eases wm :re there appe are 
to be an anaphylaxis-11ke sensitization of a patient to 
her own breast milk. In three of the cases, the eondi t1on 
could be relieved through tm use of a breast pump. One 
ease, which followed the weaning of a baby, was quite se­
vere and necesai ta.ted the use of repeated doses of epine­
phrine. 
The latter case continued to secrete SDBll amounts of 
milk for seven years after her last pregnancy. She bad been 
subject to allergic eczema for some eight years, caused 
apparently by aenai\!veness to egg and to heat. She at 
odd times had attacks of asthma. It was further found that 
constitutional reactions followed intraeutaneous testing 
with a dilute solution of b!r own milk. 
Losa of sensitiveness rapidly followed subcutaneous 
treatment with breast milk. Following this, the secretion 
of breast milk ceased. This might prove to lie a useful 
method of therapy 1n patients who continue to secrete ti1� 
for prolonged periods of time after the weaning of a baby. ' 
9. Persistent Headache associated with the Nu.rains Period:
Be1lb7 (9) reports five cases or persistent headache asae­
c1ated •1th the nursing period, mich character1st1call7 
disappears on weaning. Of' varying sever:1 ty,. it is umaJ.17 
f'rental, being deacribe4 as "behind the e,es: • 1u t 1• •11' 
af'f'ect the whole bead, w1 th spasms referred particularly 
to the occipital region, commencing typically at or atter 
the first week of' puerperium. Jrone of the cases were 
. .
primiparae, second or third pregnancy was commonly the 
rule. No pathological bas1 s was trs ceable for this symp­
tom. Pregnancy and parturition were normal; the ttrine was 
normal before and after confinemEn t. !be re was no rise 1n 
blood pressl!lre during the puerperiwa; the tundi were normal. 
There was no m,.co:rreeted visual defect. Bxeept in one case, 
there was no anaemia. !he bowels were regular. 
In these daJa of active ante-natal therapy most will agree 
taat. much can be done before ccnf'1nement, both f'or the 
Mther and, baby by 1111table �1et. rour of these patients 
were wo•n in peer elromntancea, in whe• adequate ante..; 
natal therapJ was not a poas1b111ty; that 1a to say, dru.ge 
such as vioeterol would have been a serious item on their 
weekly l,11.dget, and advice to peraerve with an extra aupple 
of' •ilk and iron containing foodatuff'a in their diet was 
only likely to be caIT1e4 out apaamGdically. 
BeilbJ comments on the fact that he aas net seem tb.ia 
oompl1ca tion arise where careful snte-na tal aupern. aion has 
been poasil>le. 
In treatment of this condition it seemed ad.vi sable to 
uee drugs with cirou.mapeetion w1 th the baby at the breast; 
bllt 1n all a considerable 11111Ner were tried, w1 th at 'beat 
temporar., ettect. Phenaeetin · ancl ea f'f'eine a.tf ord.ed tempera·r., 
relief' in tw cases. Probably rest. a suitable diet, and 
4:ruga 41:rectecl at 1aprov1ng the patient's general eentlition 
would have etrecte4. eo• 1mprevement. Cirmmatancea, •••­
ever, made weaning the only alternative. The cond1 tion com-
pletelJ cleared with this measure. 
� .. Cameron (14) atter hearing of the foregoing cases con-
tributes another of the same type with identical findings, 
except that his ease occurred after a first child 1n a 
patient in eacellent physical condition, whose social 
standing precludes any question of undernourishment. 
10. Lactation associated with Bleeding from the Breast:
Very few cases of this type are te be found in the 11 terature. 
P1tzwill1ama (29) quotes two cases, and considers the con­
dition to be due to •apparently simple engorgement prior 
to the establishment of milk.• Ona ot the eases waa that 
or a Para :,, aged 26, who bad had no abnoraality of lac­
tation with previous pregnancies. Oozing trom the left 
nipple occurred during massage ene week before confinement. 
The right nipple discharged blood after confinement. Bo. 
milk appeared till the sixth dq, when there were a tew drepa 
after oozing of blood from the ri�t breast. The flow ot
blood ceased from the right breast en the next day. The 
left breast bled for another week before milk came. He 
cl.educes that bleeding :from the breast at the end o:f prep&1107 
or early in the puerper1um med not occasion alarm. It 1a 
aelt lillited, produces no .111 et:fect.s, and does not call 
for treatment. Another case c1 ted 1e t.ll&t of Habergrits (32). 
The patient. a pr1m1para, noticed blo od stains on her 1lll4•1,\,o 
linen npar the breasts at about 20 weeks. It centiaued 
through pregnaaej', and tllere was ala o epietax1 a en two or 
three occasions. It eeaaecl two days 'before labour, lllt't. re­
appeared the day after labour in 1acreaae4 a•ount. Breae\ 
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teed1ng was stopped, as nothing but blood was drawn. The 
color of the secretion began to change en the seventh dq; 
by the eighth 1 t resembled ordinary colostrum. The child 
wa.e put to the breast and nothing further abnormal was ob­
served. The woman was quite heal. th3'; there was no haemorr­
hagic diathesis. 
Olaye (15) quotes a case described by Itrauas 1n which 
blood stained secretion was first noticed coming from the 
breast during labour. Caesarian aeet.1.on was done f'or con­
tracted pelvis, and the bleeding persisted until twelve 
days after the operation, when it gradually disappeared. 
It is stated that bleed came from the upper ducts 1n the 
nipple of each side, while colestrwn·was secreted fram tbe 
lower ducts. On the sixth day after the operation a amll
piece was exc1 aed from the upper half of one breast for· b.11-
. tology. The microscopical picture resembled an intrau.na­
licular fibroadenoma; there was some diffuse f1broa1s of 
tl!e breast appaNtntly once the blood disappears from the 
milk, it does not receur.
DISEASES OF THE BREAST: 
l. Kast1t1a:
a. Iatp4•ct1ons · Infection of the lactating 'breast
11 o.na.- of the most annoying and distressing complications 
et obstetrical practice, annoying, if, 11'14eed, not SOID9t1aea 
perplexing te the medical attendant and of' utmost distress 
to the patient. 





whtle not frequent, 1s by no means uneommon, and like the 
peor<;,the condition is forever with us. Despite the means 
or prophylaxis, so long and consistently practiced, breast 
infection is still and probably always will be a factor ot
discouragement to the obstetrician and discomfort to the 
parturient patient. 
The occurrence of this unfortunate complicatJ.on or the 
lying-in period is not difficult to comprehend, says Bland.(10), 
when one recalls, first, the abrupt and profound al t.erat1on 
1n1 tiated about the third day postpartum by the hyperemia 
and engorgement incident to the 1n:rush of milk, and second, 
to the v1c1ss1tudee to which the breast 1s later exposed 
during nursing • 
It one accepts the teaching that there 1 s tou.nd in human 
milk all varieties of pyogenic bacteria, one is lead to 
philosophize why" the trouble is not more tre•unt than it 
res.lly 11. In 98% or more of all parturient patients, 
s.ocording to sons authorities, mother' a milk is found to 
contain nearly all the various types ot ataphylocooci or 
other microorganisms belonging to the pyogenic group. Be­
sides nWllerous other pathogenic bacteria are invariably 
found upfn the supert1o1al tissues ot the nipples and sur­
rounding 1tru.cture1. So the multiple aourcea et 1nteot1en 
are obvious, 'but in addition to these it is ne0$asary to 
aent1en the role playect by the contact ot improperly ater1-
11ze4 1mple11enta, ot aolut1one, tm unclean �• ot atten-
4ants, the clothing or the patient and lastl7 't.Qe aecreticm 




b. Time of occurrence: Infiammatory processes re­
sulting from b�eter1al 1nteet1on of the braast may arise 
any time during the course of la eta t1 on, but the trouble
11 most commonly encountered, first, in the early weeks, 
and second, during the latter weeks of nursing, the two 
periods, it 1s pointed out, when, from either natural or
·morbid reasons, nursing 11 disoont 1nue4. It is found, how­
ever, that a01me mastit1a, not. necessarily resulting in
auppurat1on, eeours 1n from 90-98� or cases during nurs1ng
and the 11ajoriiy d.uring the f'1 rat and tenth montb.e, the
t.wo periods when mothers moat fr«1, uentlJ cease nursing
their babies. 
!he special danger of infections. ariaing in patient.a
suffering with painful abrasions or fissures of the nipple
and who are eoQl})elled, the ref'ore, to cease nursing their 
infants, has long been emphasized. Sea believe that t;b.ia 
1• not a aequel of voluntary or compulsory weaning, but 
is d• to the stress of phJaiologica. l ac'ti vi ty and lack ot
proper prophylactic care on the part of the mother or 
attendant. In the latter month• of lactation, he leoka up­
on trauma 1ntltcte4 bJ the incisor teeth of the babJ aa \be 
prom1aent predi; spoaing factor. A mether 1DU.st :f'1nd a vaa\ 
difference 1n haVing an infant mumbling the breast with 
toethlesa guma and a eh.114 biting the nipple when rurniahH
with sharp incisor teeth. 
It is quite •afe to say that infection rarely, if ever, 






epithelium et the nipple and aurraind.1ng tisa11• remains in­
tact. It is quite proper to assta• that bacteria will not 
invade the breast tissue with any greater facility than 
any other anatomic strueture, unless tbere is a definite 
break in the protective epithelial covering. 
c. Portal ot entry: It ia common obael"V'ation that
breast infection almost 1nvariabl7 !1nds a portal or entrJ 
in a weak point in the pretect1ve ep1thel1u. Abrasions, 
tiaeures, blisters, and macerated epithelium of the nipple 
and c1rcujacent tissue indubitabl7 prov14e gateways and 
favor, therebiy, the entrance of m1ereorgan1sas into the 
parenchy• or the gland. 
The greater frequency of 1ntect.1. on in pr1a1paroua pattenta, 
1n whom the lesions enU118rate4 are meat commonl.7 found, 1s 
e:x:pla1ne4 on the asmmption that the tissue la leas res1•.;. 
tant to trauma incited 'by nursing. ,In addition to the 
sources or infection already mentione4, the aecl'lttion or 
the mouth of the newborn infant, especially 1ntanta atfU:ot.e4 
with atomatit11, 111tat be kept in mind. Occaa1onally, •reaat 
infection may develop as a result et general pyemic procesa, 
thot1gh th1 a 1 s not etten elNtrved. 
!he usual euatom, though not practiced so jealously· as 
1• :rormer times, or mopping the mouth o:r the baby with a 
gauze wrapped finger, ca.n not po•a1bly provide a special 
sateguarcl and 1 t m&J' even ad4 a new murce ot 4s.nger, ••­
pecially if the nurse or mother 1'e derelict in the prepa� 
ation or the finger, the gauze, or the solution uaed.. 
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Cleansing the nipple prior to pl.a c1 � the baby to the 
breast, unless done w1 th due regard to the principles ot
aeepsis, may also favor oontact 1ntect1on. It is a good 
custom, unless there is some special indication, to keep 
fingers not only away from the baby's mouth, but from 
the nipple and surrounding tissue as well. 
d. Bacteriology;: Nearly all varieties of pathogenic
microorganisms have been observed in material evacuated 
from suppurating breasts, but the etaphlococcus albus and 
aureus are by tar the pyogenic ger11s most frequently found.. 
In studying a series of cultures taken from, the breasts 
or 100 lactating patients, one authority found the ataph­
lococoua albus present in all. The streptococcua wa• pre­
sent in 25 cases, the staphloeoecus aureus in 23, the 
1ta.phlococcus sarcinae in 14, the ata.phlococcus citre\le 1a 
3 and microcooeus tetra.genus in 2. 
The fluid pressed from the nipples was sterile in 14 
patients. In 86 it contained the staph. albus and 1n 2 the 
streptococcus as well. These observers have since been 
confirmed and it 1a now generally conceded that in the 
vast majority of eases, acute innammatory disease of the 
breast 1a caused by the staph. albJ.s or aureus and very 
rarely by the atreptoceccn a. 
•· Pathes,nesiai J'rom the aspect or the origin ot
the intect.1ng organisms, three murces are 11mall7 enuerate4, 
n-11, 1) autogenoue, 2) exogenous, an4 3) aematogenoua.
Since 'bacteria are c etantly pre aent in the structures 
in and about the nipple, it 1s obvious that autogenoua is 
by far the moat 00111110n. It can 'be readilJ understood that 
a break in the aupert1c1al cells covering the nipple and 
its neighboring tissue favors invasion of the deeper portion 
of the secreting gland. 
Intection bJ contiguity trom an 1ntecte4 region under­
neath tbe gland. may, ot course, also oceur, but this 1a not 1 
etten observed. 
,Jxogenoua 1ntect1on :re1atea to those caaea in whicb. the 
exc1 ting organ1n 1a conveyed. to the nipple by contact w1 tll 
1ntect,ed clothing, clreas1ngs, solutions, iq,leaenta, eiat­
•mts, or the t:mclean bands et m at.tend.ant. 
The salivary secret! en ot an 111.tant IRlt'tering 1'1 th "lta'by' a 
sere aeuta• may also give rise to engen1o 1nteot1en. It 
baa l)een pointed eut that most •• s of ·exogmoua intecUen 
of the 'breast are aaaoal ate4 w1 th soa le aion of the nipple. 
Hema togenous im'eot1 en et the laota ting ltreaat, exoeptillg 
aa a compl1oat.1en ot a ga'Jaral or local puerperal pelvic 
1afee"1on, is rarely seen. Bvea b:raaat 1Df'en1on through 
the ltloed stream as a 0011pl1eat1on ot perperal a ept1oem1a 
1a not a ceamon ecetlrrence. 
t. J'reperuqs Deav __. md •ol'a:zaland. aesei-t t.bat l"
ot suppurative di seaae in 1.he lactating 'breaat tor all 
oases anl con41t1cns ot ••• 18 probably a tair estimate. 
It may be regarde4, thent t'ore, as one· ot the leas fref(uent 
complications of tbe pa.:zatur18nt. 
It is a conon obaer¥'at1on that t.b.e 41 sord.er 1s J10at 








frequently observed in primiparae and furth•r that the 
trouble is leas frequent w1 th an increase in the number 
of' labo rs • 
'!'he ma.lady does not seem to have a selective affinity 
for either breast. It occurs with equal frequency in each 
and in a certain number of cases (15-30%) both breasts are 
affected, though simultaneous 1nvo lvanent 1e rare. 
g. Tmee of 1Dtect1 on: ftth regard t,o the location
of' the inflamms.tory trouble, most cases belong to the 1ntra­
ma1111ary type. In this form any JB J'"t of the breast substance 
ma1 become involved, but in more than 50% of the eases 
the 41aeaae localizes in the lower and outer quadrant of 
the gland. In case a in which tn,at•nt is not properly an4 
promptly appl1e4, the whole or&an may become involved.. 
OccasionallJ the d1 aeaae appears as a diffuse gangrenous 
process, the whole glani becoming in'90lve4 trom the onset 
of the trouble. 
Infla11mation developing from the entrance of bacteria aay 
involve, first, the subcutaneous tissue overlying the gland 
i taelt, second, the gland lobule a, and third, the retro­
glandular tissue, thus giving rise to three cl1111cal varieties. 
The subcutaneous type, sometimes called supraaaamary 1n.teo­
t1on, l!Mtgina as a 1Jmpbangit.1a in the t1 asue 1n and about 
tbe nipple. It may appear aa a localized cellular intla­
amat1on which uy und.erge resolut-1on or precee4 to super­
ficial abaoeas torma.t,1en. Onl7 o�oaa1onally 48ea '\his tn,e 
enen4 to the cleeper elements of tm gl&B4ular atruct.llre. 
In nearly all instances, a1praglandula.r infection finds 
a portal of entry in maceration of the epithelium of the 
nipple or a fissure or a frank abrasion of the nipple itself. 
Intramammary infection is found in three distinct clinical 
forms, all of which tend to uppurate. 
The first is described as variety in which 
a single segment or the breast 1s affected. The
second appe are as a se fbrm 1n which several
sections lly beoo• involved, and the 
third 1 s the primary d1t fuse type whi <il trom the very >e­
g1nn1ng involves the breast nits entirety. 
Tbe f'irilt type 1• rather s ow in development. It may 
UD!ergo resolution or termin 
In the diffuse type multjp le 
abscess formation. 
pockets are usually 
found. The third type is eh raeter1zed by rapid and exten� 
size phlegmonous involvement associated with wide-
spread destruction. analogous to deep 
seated cellul1tis n other structures of the body. 
l'ortunately, this type often seen. It is the most 
alarming of all breast ions as well as the most deadly, 
carrying a frightfully high rtaJ.1 ty • 
h. Prognosis: Acute yogE11ic infections of the
partur1ent breast, while a. :x:oeedi rg ly 41 stressing oom­
pl1ca t1on to the lying-in pa lent. rarely en4s in a tatali'ty. 
Only in that :raare to rm ot pr 
tat.al outcome a poas1b111ty. 
1ntec't1on 11 a 














provided the oond1t1on be promptly recognized and aa 
�romptly treated, recovery within 2-:, weelca 1a the rule. 
Delay in evacuating absoeaa cavities, naturally, prolongs 
conva.leacence and tenda to further cteatruction or breast 
tissue.a. 
1. Proph7lactic t.reatments ftlle some wrl tera tle­
preeat,e the •ans ot prophylaxis mstemarily used, _it baa 
l>een eonTincingly deaonatra ted, nevertbeleas, 1.hat by simply 
keeping the nipples and surroundiig tissue acrupuloualy clean 
during the· latter weeks of pregnancy, the incidence ot the 
oompl1eat1ona is 41a1n1ahe4 greatly. 
Propllylaotie measures call tor no excuse or argmnmt, be.;.. 
cause the law inciclence iot 'breast lnfeetion to4ay speak• 
i oonv1no1ngly 1n favor p�evention. 
Bland in beth hosp ital.I ad prift te practice, 1nstr11ct1 
his patients to cleanse :the 'breasts daily with tincture ot
green soap and warm wat�r. Thia mnipulat1on is fellowet. 
by the appl1eat1on of a :grea.seleas oreaa. This aiaple pre-
oeclure keeps the nipple• .,:rt am pliable and as a reeul t, 
he rarely enc ountera inf1l&11aa to r'J diao r4era in the brea. st 
itself. 
The routine appl1cat1 Qn of alcohol, so commonly employe4, 
ctehy4ratea tba tissue, �&1'4ens tbe epithelium, and heace, 
taTors abrasions 1114 tislsures. Tannie ac14 has the same 
i 
aclverae effect. Invert,�d nipples anoul4 lte oare4 for bJ 
i 1'e1ng gently elevated. 4�g1tally or by the applicatlen or 
Bier's .auction apparatu�. In troubleao• cases the eleotrio 
..; 
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'breast pump may be used, but fo reetul or rough manipulation 
must never be practiced. 
The appearance or abrasions or fissures call for the
interdiction of nursing. •assage may be practiced., but only 
w1 th the utmost gentleness. Generous kneading ma.y bruise 
the tissue, reduce local resistance and do infinitely more 
harm than good. 
A sore nipple must be kept acr�ulously clean, and pro­
tected by sterile gauze moistened with ster.t le olive 011, 
or by a rubber or le ad nipple shield. Large, overd1 sten4ed 
and depending breAats should be supported by a comfortably 
f1 tting binder. 
The first breast binders were meNlJ strips of cloth 
pinned around the ab.est, preaai� on the breasts, interfer­
ing with axillary lymph drainage. Later, binders were 
shaped to the body more or leas, but· the first really satis­
factory- breast support w&s described in 1919 by Dr. Alfred 
C. Beek ( 8). This b1 nder originally consi ated of a pieoe
ot old sheet about. 18 inches wide and 54 1nohea long. !be 
midc!lle portion coverec!l thl patient's back, and e.aoh enc!. was 
brought across the breast et one side and over the opposite 
shoulder, where it was pinned to the top of the be.ck portion 
ef the cloth. A towel was ued as a pad. The fla.pa were 
p1nne4 together in front at top and bottom. This binder 
lifted tbt breasts without Uld.ue preaSllre, but was bulky 
and uncomfortable 1n the back, eapeol.ally at the spots wber. 
· it was pinned.. Later, Dr. Beck improved. this biDler by
dividing each end ot the cloth 1n a longer lower :tl&p and 
a short.er upper tlap. By bringing the lower tlap a up and 
pinning over the opposl te moulder, a support was tormed 
which assumed the natural form of' tlB breasts, holding thell 
up w1 thout pressing them against the chest. 
1'1_at ( 28) baa suggested a binder utilizing the principles 
described by Beck, but adds tlB tollowlng changes: the 
back is shaped. and has long shoulder •traps which perta1t 
pinning in the front so the patient may herself easily 
apply the binder. Bunching is avoided, and there are no 
lumps or safety pins in 1.ba bad.t. 'flus bl Dder is aatia• 
factory only when eerrectly applied. The •tllod ot applloation 
11 aa fellowaa 
1. Place the lt1ncler-arou nd tu 1De4J, with the large tlat
aurtaoe in the back, ant. pin the 1c,wer flaps snugly w­
gether at the bottom to anchor thl 'Id.mer. 
2. Pia tJle lower etlge of om lower flap te the shoulder
nrap of the opposite aide,· thus lifting one ltreast. 
:,. Pin the lower ec1.ge ot ta otbe r lower flap to tlle 
aeoon4 shoulder strap, lifting t.he second,breaat. 
4-. l'old both upper tlapa aero as tm upper por�ons of tJle 
breast and pin 1n the m14dle thrm gh: a 11 layers ot cloth. 
5. J'or nursing,· ainply unpin the 11.pper naps and 1;hat
lower flap whicll auppona the breast to be nursed. !use 
two pine are easily repalced 'by the patient. 
'file binder 1s •de tra u.nbl. eased w111n, is i•:q,••B1 ve, 
naba'ble, adjustable, and comtorta 'bla. 











Following'is a diagramatie sketch of the binder des­
cribed: 
.1• Treatment ot frank infections 1'1ta respect to 
the therapy of ao11'tel7 1n1'laamed breasts, there 1a 11 ttle 
to say. The rules laid do,m tor the trea.t1111nt of 1*flaa­
matory proceaaes 1n general ha.ve the same application to 
inflammatory disease or the breast as they do elsewhere. 
In the early stage cold compresses in the ro rm or ice bags. 
carefully and intermittently, not continuously, may be 
applied. After lfS-72 hours, provided thare is no sign of 
improvement, the iee conpresses may be replaced, eften 
with decided comfort to the patient by heat from hot water 
bags. 
Prank suppuration calls tor iamediate drainage. Pro­
crastination merely permits the infectious process to 4ea­
troy adJaoent tissue and convert a simple abscess into an.
extensive multilocular lesion. It ma, be extrc,•ly 41ffi­
cult to determine when an intlama torr tuaor bas ltndergene
p 
. \._, . I .  
"
i: 
suppuration. It ie eenon practice to wait until tl11e\u.­
ation can be ·demonstra-ted or until the a'baceaa po.1nta, be­
tore resorting te surgical interference. Such a practice 
is nt>t withc,ut danger, tor 1n· the presence of intram&-l'J' 
and retromamma.r:, abscesses, one is not alwa:,s able· to de­
monstrate fluctuation. Whenever there 1a doubt, the as­
pirating needle is enlightening. It pua 1a encount.ere4, 
the abscess all.ould be 4ra1ned regard.leas et whe\her fluctu­
ation can or cannot be demonatratecl. !MN. should 'be DO 
lleai ta1107 1n performing ti agnost.1c aap1rations, tor a 
Bingle punowre d.oes not d1ase111na te the 1nfec"1oa and 1a­
ae41ate drainage 1a 11t1ca 1>etter than expectant treat•Jt\• 
!he 1111rg1cal 11aaage11ent cannet be a\an4arcl.1ze4 as 1 t,
varies with the size, location and extent ot the altaceaa 
an4 the hac\ional statue et t.ae •mmry gland. 
lubareolar abaceaaea are usually auperticial and, aa tbe 
1nteet1cm tollowa along the larger clacta, it naturall7 
point.a to the su rface. Being aall &Bl 1nTolv1ng enl7 tlle 
aul:toutaneoua tissue, tpeae altaceasea can 'be clra11le4 efteo­
t1ve17 by .a aall e1reuareolar 1nc:d.a1on. It alloulcl not 
extend below the del'llia tor tear ot severing- the large 
ductal ampullae which •1 reaul t, in an annoying 11 111: t1•­
\ula. The abscess proper ia opened b7 inaert,1Dg a blunt 
torcepa into the 1nf'lammator., aaaa. It is extremely 1•­
pertant t.o cletermine whether the su'bareolar ab•ceas o••u:a-
1oatea witll a larger 1ntramaama 17 poeket ot pua as the 
latter req,u1re• mre radical drainage • 
..... 
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Subcutaneous a.bsoesaes, when they appear singly, are 
easily recognized and can be drained ettectively by radi­
cal incisions. They off'erno problem unless they are of 
the •du11b-be11 • type w1 th an underlying midmaltll!lry abscess. 
IntramaDary a'bscesses present. a more complex problem. 
The suppurat1ve process becomes ratter extensive before it 
spreads to the overlying skin, hence there is ccnsiderable 
4estntet1on ot the parenchymatous tissue. It 1• a great 
temptation to open such an abscess over its presenting po1nt, 
but utortuately this does not always give ad.equate 4rainage. 
Pu4dling of secretions with naceration of adjacent· tissue . 
prolongs the time required. for maling and favors tbe fer­
mation et chronic .sinuses. 
'lb.ether the abscess ruptures spontaneously or is epen.4 
over 1 ts presenting surta ce, an exploring tirgei- shoulcl be 
int rocluced to break up all pockets and convert the multi­
loeular abscess .into a airgle cavity. If gently and cau­
tiously executed., such a ma.naiver 111 very e·treottve. 
A11chi11closs (5) maintain• that it great care is' exerc1•8' . 
in breaking these triable part1 ti ons, much good can be 
aec011pl1slle4. Be insists that the finger can be carried 
radially, or parallel to the clue ts, so tmt 1t will not 
rupture them. It one encounters strmg banls or beaVJ 
septa, they should not be avw.sed or broken as t
h
ey ay lite 
large blood veaaels, milk ducts, or heal thy fibrous tiss11e · 
'trabeow.ae. Preaerva tion ot these structures tac111tatea 
healing; their 4estr11ction merely ta .. rs the sp:rea4 ot the 
' 1 
-·
invading pathogens. Gentleness 11 ne eeaaary. While ex­
ploring the abscess one should determine its extent and 
depth, and if' the external oatium does not provide adequate 
drainage, a counter incision should be ll!lda am a large 
rubber tissue cl.rain inserted. 
Battle end Bailey (6) empm.aize .that there need. be no 
hesits.ncy in placing the drains through normal tissue. 
Bohler agrees with them a.nd aclvoeatea drainage ot the mid­
mammary abscesses by making a large dependent incision in 
the 1ntrama�ry fold, carrying this up behind the breast, 
until the dependent portion e:r tb!t a b·scess is reached. It. 
eeema that such a plan nee4leasly exposes healttQ' tiss ue 
to contamination. Hobl:>s ( 36) apprec1 ate4 this and atteap­
ted to minimize the insult by malting a stab incision into 
the a'b1ee1s ancl inserting a f'ene at rated nbber tube. Hobbs 
.. t.hod has later been modified by atte11pt1ng repeate4 as-
p1rat1ons ot
1• effective 
tissue a aecentary 
as with aall needles. This methed 
tlammatory 1>roce1s is sll!lll and mper­
dle bas to penetrate much tatty 
ection inevitably follewa. J.ga1a. 
tb.e contents et tb.e li.1*Ma's · �ay 'be •• vis-c14 that tll97 cu­
. not be eTacuated through a small needle. 
After studying -u.ese pn,blema Ricken (35) baa 4nelope4 
a simple mt effective •tbed. ot tnt ating the me41ma ai ze, 
uneomplicated intrama11111B17 and retromamma rJ abscess. Bot 
enly is the 11mpl1c1ty of this methed appealing, but tbt 






its usefulness. !he first step oons1sts in aspirating 
the 1nnamma. tory ma se to determine whether 1 t has pro gna seed 
to the stage of suppuration. If so, tl:s location of tl:s 
abscess is studied and a point selected which will give
dependent drainage. If possible this sheulcl be along the 
thoracomammary line. Tm skin am umerly1ng normal tissues 
are infiltrated with novoca1ne am. an incision 1 cm. long
is ma4e through the demis only. A sharp pointed. trocar 
is plunged through the anesthetized area into the most de­
pendent portion of the abscess cavity. After the obtura tor 
1a withdrawn, a fenestm ted ca tbeter 111 inserted thrcugh 
the metal sheath an:l anchored to the skin with a dermal 
suture. The cavity i a thoroughly la va.ged w1 th Dakins solu­
tion • .  This primary 1rri@li tion is essential as 1t removes 
the 1nspissated pus and necrotic debrl s which might clog 
the catheter and inhibit proper draim.ge.
After the abscess has been irrigated tho roughly, the akin 
1a covered with protective vaseline gauze and large ab­
sorptive nuffs are placed around tbe drainage ca th.et.er.
A sponge pressure c!l.reas1q; 1s ai:p lied in such a manner 
tba t 1 t immobilizes the breast a nl collapses the abscess 
cav1ty. The drain effectively removes any secretions which 
may form and the oont1guous walls or the cavity fuse anl 
heal. The pressure dre asing should be applied in such a 
way that the absorptive fluffs can be rea41ly removed when 
they become soiled. This prevents acerat1on of the skiJl. 
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most pleasing, for at least 95% of all midmammarJ an!. 
rectomammaI7 abscesses can be ao treated.. tJntortunately, 
however, it does have definite limitations. If the entire 
matrix is involved in a 41 f:f\lse eelluli tis or if there are 
, multiple abscesses, more radical tm atment, such as through 
and through drainage, may be required. 
Regard.less ·or the type of drainage employed, care J1USt 
be taken to leave tbe drains in place 1mt1l the deep a� 
aceases have healed. A cemmon error is to remove the drains 
Just as soon as the d.isebarge ·decreases, but the 4e ep pockets 
may not be obliterated and if tbe osteum ·closes over, tbe 
abscess forms. again. Residual i1 'tections and. recurrent 
abscesses �an tba.t the priary 1n:f'lamation ha-s not com­
pletely sub�1ded. The average case require-a 4rainage and 
irrigation tor at least 7-10 days, and it should be ob-
served cloa�ly for early signs of rec�llect1ng pus. 
It is 1mpirative that general systemic measures 'be_ ••­
ployed to �1nforce tba surgical treatment. It possible, 
! 
these pat1e1ts should ha.Ye c
o mplete rest, liberal diets 
high in ca1,r1c and vi tam1n1c content, and trequent appli-
i 
cation ot sijort wave d1 a tbermy. 
i 
The breaa1,s have great recuperative powers an4 it given 
I 
a cha.nee th� destroyed tissue will be replaced by normal
glandular s�bstanoe. J'ertnnately, the 41seaaed breast will 
aaaume its gular tunctiens w1 ti>. tbl next lacta.t1en and
as a rule t- re is only a slight decreaae in the amount et
milk which · affected gland will produce. 
... 
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k. Roentgen therapy in acute pue!l'.!eral mastitis:
The roentgen.treatment of infection is not new. Watkins (59) 
in 1934, gave a chronological review of the literature since
1905, though infe.ctions were treated by various and sundry 
since shortly after the discovery by Roentgen in 1895. 
Hodges (37) in attempting to explain the rationale of this 
type of therapy states that many theories are advanced,'but 
that the only tenable ores seem to be •rirst, that some·pro­
duct, an antibody or :ferment, is released, mainly through 
the lymphocytes, which increases pha.goeytosis. This causes 
a more rapid breaking down of the tissues, with earlier and 
more profuse drainage of the area and more rapid recover,. 
Second (and this does not seem a probable explanation), the 
product released by the rays may inhibit the action of bac­
terial toxins and allow the body tissue and fluids to bring 
about the above changes more rapidly.• Furthermore he em­
phasize• the more prompt rellef of pain by this method. 
The literature shows an 1mpr,ssive number of prompt cures 
by means of roentgen therapy, �aye Elwood (26)--the exper­
iences of Goedel being typical. He believes that a dosage 
of 50 r administered every th1:rd or t"ourth day is the me­
thod of choice. His percentage of cures by irradiation is 
'Tl. 
Kargraf of the University ot '
1
1rurzburg, irradiated 118 
cases or puerperal 118.sti tis an4 coupared the results with
those obtained in 127 cases t�atecl expectantly and ay�t•-
1 • 
matieally. Hia factors were 172 kv., 4 ma., 0.5 mm OU.iplua 
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1 am. Al filter at 30 cm. distance. Adoae or 115 r "(with 
ba.ckscattering) wa.a administered in 3.5 minutes. The breast 
was pumped 41:7 before treat•nt, elevated with a binder 
afterward. If pain and fever d.1d not disappear, a second 
dose was administered attar 48 hours, followed by a third 
atter 96 hours. The breast was regularly emptied art1:t'1c1ally 
and the milk used after being boiled. When only one or two 
. treatments were needed ,. quick• resolutions of the swellings 
occurred in about 61%, while those Nt,airing three treatments 
showed resolution in oni, 33%J further irradiation was of 
no value. In 71 eases in which treatment was inaugurated 
within 24 hours after the appearance of swelling, fever,
pain, or leulr.ocytos1a, spontaneous healing 1naue4 in 92% 
as compared with 71% in the 127 non-irradiated oaaes and 
81% in patients in whom irradiation was instituted after
24 hours. In the auccessfully treated patients, there waa, 
after 24 hours, malited general and aibjective improvement 
with disappearance of pain and redness, although some pain­
less swelling remained trom 1-2 weeka. Lactation soon re­
turned and was fully preserved during the whole laetat1on 
period in all irradiated cases. 
2. Tumors: Changes in the breast associated with the
function ot lactation begin early in pregnancy, and in­
volution to the normal resting state of breast tissue is 
not complete until an appreciable interval or time bas 
elapsed tollow�ng the cessation of aetua.l nursing. We are 
here interested in the incidence of lesions arising during 
.... 
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functional activity,. and have, therefore, included tumors 
arising at any period from the beginning of pregnancy to 
t,he end of, and 1mmedia tely after la eta t,ion. 
Kilgore (41) in a review of over 1500 cases shows that 
6.3% were first obsel'Y'ed by the patient in connection with. 
pregnancy or lactation. Of these lactation twaors, 83% 
were carcinoma, galacteeele, tuberculous, or encapsulated. 
adenoma in the order of frequency �a.med. At times of in.;. 
aetivi ty, chronic c1st1c maati t1. s, either w1 th er witho�t 
a singly large cyst, presenting itself as a tumor in the 
breast, takes the place o:r galactocele and. tuberculosis, 
so that at other ti•s than d.uring 1\1:notional activity, 
the order of frequeney 1a c,rc.1.no•, chronic cystic mast1t1a 
am enoapmlate4 adeno• .• 
Carcinoma of the breast · oononl7 seen, 1a fairl.J well 
recognized by the average p ct1 ti oner, bat when 1 t oeca.ra 
in late p:regnancy or wl�1n a few mO'ntcha after parturition, 
the phya1c1a.n properly aas n mind that the process 1a 1n­
fi&11Mtor.,. Hence, when t� patient reaches mrgel'J', as 
I 
a nle aeveral months after! the onaet. o:r the s7mpto11a, one 
or more 1nc1a1ona have been made, and the c11agnoa1a ••co•• 
qu1t.e ebv1ous. 
We are well aware t,bat 
conen · d.ur1ng the per1 od 
from 45-50 7eara. It. 11 
catc1noma of' tbe breast 1s mea\ 
ot I p!Q"a1olog1c involution; na•l.J • 
I 
in the large pen4uloua 
'breasts. Wben 1 t oemra t ,ears after 1nvolut1on, 1t 1a 
tar leas malignant thm ten years prior te the menopause. 
-
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Very tew cases operated upon prior to thirty years of age 
have survived the three year period. Klopp (42) says he 
found no record either in 11 terat ure or by personal commun-
1ea. t1on, 1n which carcinoma of the lactating breast sur­
vived the three year pe r1od. Many mccumbed within 2-3 
months after the first symptoms were noted. The disease
1 s seen during the childbearing pa r1 od (sometimes in the 
latter months of pregnancy but mare often in the early 
months or nurei ng, ) prior to forty years of ag�, but in 
the height of physiological acti v1 t 1 • 
There is no question as to mat treatlD9nt should be the 
moment that diagnosis of tumor of the breast is ma.de.· The 
chief difficulty is in malting the d1agnos1a, especially in 
those cases in which the woman seeks an examine. tion as soon 
as she feels a lump in the breast. Now that expectant 
mothers are periodically exam1naed by obstret1c1ans, there 
should be no delay. 
Carcinoma begins as a localized area of 1:ndura.t1on, which 
extends rapidly, and soon involves the entire breast. The 
localized •stony-hard• nodule is ccn sp1cuously absent. The 
skin early assumes a dusky red or purplish-red color. It 
beco1118 s l>ra.wny, reels hat, of the •p1gsk1n• variety, 1s 
fairly well marg1na.ted, and appears to be attached to the 
umerlying structures. The preVi ously pendulous breast 
1a f1-rm, increases rapidly in size, and projects like 
that of a Virgin. Pa.in is not so severe as one "ould suppose 
from the appearance or the breast. There is no fluctuation, 




1n the early stages. The axillary I gland may or ma7 not .
be palpable. Tbe involved skin not infrequently extends 
well beyond the breast and the otb8 r breast may become 
involved early. 
Inanuch as most of the case, which have been operated 
upon died within a few montba, and many of the eases ahowe4 
early involv.ement of the othlt r breast, the uae ot radiwa 
an4 X"-Y have been strongly recommended. •ast1t1a eccuN
very early and may be qa1te geeral; conaeq.iently to•ellia 
is noted. Early diagnosis with prompt and appropriate 
treataent. maJ prevent it. Thu• tar, nei tm r operation· nor 
irradiation have 'been mcceast\tl 111 avoicling aetastasis. 
Xray t.herapy of the auppoaeclly :tree 'breast might cheek 
la.eta t1en ancl make 1 t la s s likely to be invaded.. Olla •a.J 
ask it laber should be 1tduce4 when carcinoma is ttMa!l 1D 
late pregnanct• Thia question ought to 'be clec14e4 b7. tae 
ebatetrician, surgeon, and reentgenolog1st. 
!here are several other tamers er tumor-like lesiena tllat
u7 contuse the p-aielan, and treatment tor these fora 
can be briefly stated. Per the •-eallad. cake4 breast 
aest treq11ently ebae:rve4 1n ta first twe weeks et lac­
tation-d.en •t interfere. Thia caid1t1on 1a cl1acusaecl elae­
where 111 detail. Por the &C\tte abaoesa, an 1nc1B1on is 
•ad.• 1ne41atel7 tollowecl bf Carrel-Dakin 1rr1gat1on (all 
41 acuaaet elaewaere 1n this paper )J ter tbe chronic al»- · 
aceaa revealecl 1DJ the diameter or tb:e wall when the ab1cea1 
1a �nc1ae4, exeiaien ot the wall 'beyond. the 1ntlamaater., 
i: I
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zone through the lactating breast is employed. When there 
are multiple acute or threnic abscesses and the signs of 
general infection persist in spite ot multiple incisions 
or excisions, the entire breast should be removed to pre-
tect the patient from a serious endocarditis, myocard1t1a 
or arthritis, or even pyemia. 
For the encapsulated adenoma, which will always show the 
gross and microscopic changes of lactation hypertropbJ, ex­
ci s1on is employed. It is a good rule to let the infant 
nurse, emptying it. The motmr, of course, is prepared tcr
the co_, lete opera ti on. The chemic ally ben1gn tumor is re­
sected by cutt1Jlg through the surrounding breast.After the 
tumor is removed, it is bisected while held in the lett 
hand of the opera tor, and a frozen aect1 on mde. If it 
proves to be benign, the wound should be closed just as 
after the ••cis1on of' an identical benign tumor in a non­
lactating breast. The divided breast tissue should be 
brought together with 00 chromic catgut after all hemerrhage 
is checked. Silk should never be buried 1n the breast 
tissue. The subcutaneous fat should be approximated with 
similar catgut, and the skin brought together with tn\er­
rupted fine black silk. Tm wcund mould be drnaed. daily 
with sterile gauze. A leakage of milk will probably occur 
tor some days. 
If the 'exposed tumor pmves to be a cyst filled w1 th 
milk ( gal!actoeele ) , it should be exd se4 with the same 
margin or breast tissue• as fer tm adenoma, and the wound 
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should be closed in the same way. It the dilated ducts 
leading to the nipple omt.aining milk are out through, no 
attention should be paid to them, the wound will heal just 
as well. 
'lb.en the exposed palpable area 1s not a galactocoele or 
encapsulated adenoma , the can di t1 on may be chronic la eta t1on 
maat1t1a without abscess, tuberculosis without caseation er 
abaces.a. If interpretation of the frozen sections •4• at 
the opera ti on show a that the cond1 t1cn ia 41 stinctly benign, 
1 t 1a not necessary to excise completely the infiltrated 
t1asue of the mast1t1a, nor is it necesaar:, to remeve the 
breast. If the sections show that the oondi tion is doubttu.1 
o·r malignant, complete operation for cax-cinoma should be
done. 
!he opera tor will tin:1 that during pregnaney and. laci;tt1on
the breast tissue itself and the t.iaaue or 1i,be margin of 
the breaa°' will be much more va acular tmn those of a 
weman &t the same age and of the saa degree or physical 
development. Por this reason, the operation should pro-
ceed slowly, and every bleeding point must be clamped and 
ligated, even when--the co111>lete opemtion 1a performe4 be­
cause or aalignancy. !he operatoP 1a called on to 4eal 
patiently with the ver:, vascular tissue, except 1n the axilla. 
Here there 1 s 11 ttle difference. · 
:,. 'l'ubereulos1s 1 S7Ph1l1s1 Act1nogcos1s1 and. Sporotr10hoa111 
In cons14ering other 1nrect1one ot the breast other than 
those already mentioned, we shall refer briefly to tuber­
culosis, ayph111s, act1noa:,oos1a, &n:l sporotrichoaia--all 
J 
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of which may occur during lactation. 'l'uberculoaia of the 
breast is an unusual condition. 'l'o date there have been
about 200 cases �ported. It may be primary or secondary 
to disease of the ribs, sternum, pleura, lungs, or lymph 
glands. Its incidence in comparison w1 th the total occurr­
ence of other breast diseases is probably between 1 and 2%.
'l'he most frequent initial SJ11Ptom of tuberculous maat1t1a. 
1a a painless lu.np. This 1a also true ot both malignancy




breast mna a much. more rapid course than 
rap1d1 ty of development,. changes 1n the a1 ze 
o·r the tumor, early a:xillar, lymph node
d a strong tendency to the to rmation ot ab-
aceaa and fistulas, with retraction of the nipple, are the
I 
. 
suggestive aig*s ot ma.mar., tuberculosis. Aec•rate 41ag-
, 
no sis· 1,s reacbfd with 41 fficul ty, and th9 major! ty crt case a 
I 
thus far! opera ed upon have been rep.riled as carcinoma be­
fore operation Several different pathological types of 
mammary t,uberc lo sis have been descrl bed, such as acute
miliary, nodul r, aelerosing, and etc. Such cases have 
been reported ssoeia ted with carcinoma or the breast. The 
moat 1at1aract ry treatment recommended by various authors,
11 that ot co lete excision of the breast with any involved
lymph nodes t t may be present, and it would seem, trom
a review ot t literature, that no other type ot tuberculos1a 
yields so ractorily to surgery as does thia. Thts 
sllould be carried out as early as possible, and in conjunction 
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with constitutional treatnent and hy'gienic measuree usually 
empl�yed in the general treatment of tuberculosis. 
Syphilis may present itself in the form of the initial 
lesion, a mucous patch, a diffuse maetitis or the secondary 
stage, or gumma fomat1 on. Pronp t recognition of syphilis 
of the breast of any of the above mentioned types may not 
be easy at ,1rst. It is difficult to make a differential 
diagnosis between gummta, the infiltrating mastitis of the 
second stage, and carcinoma; but with proper investigation 
and laboratory aid, and a. therapEU tic test w1 th antisyphilitie 
treatment (if there is doubt after a positive Wasserman is
obtained), the situation may be clarified. It must be con� 
sta.ntly be borne in mind 1n diagnosis of breast lesions,
that syphilis and carcinoma are frequently associated, an4 
undue delay must be avo1 ded 1n est.a bll sh1ng a diagnosis when 
carcinoma is present. It is well to remember that in oper­
ating for carcinoma, in the presence or active syphilitic 
infection, the postoperative course 1s usually much more 
satisfactory when the patient is thoroughly under the in­
fluence or antiayphil1tic treatment. Maturally, the treat­
ment or syphilis of the breast is the constitutional treat­
ment of syphilis generally. 
Actinomycosis and aporotr1chos1s are very rare cond1tiona, 
and are due to fungi of' different varieties. Diagnosis of 
either condition in the early stages is rarely possible. 
Either may be mistaken tor carcinoma, tuberculosis, or 
syphilis, when only a lump 1s present, and before softening 
�---·---- �- --·--------�-- -- --·- ->-- ·---�----
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and ulceration have taken place. Only bJ la.borator, a1cl 
can a positive diagnosis be ade. Sxc1a1on ot the· invoivecl 
tissue with tb9 tree administration ot 1ocl1des internall.J, 
and the use of Lugol'a aolution locally, are the measures 
employed in the treatmnt et both. eond1t ions. 
The importance of early diagnosis cannot be too atrongl.7 
emphasized, so that early and p:mper treatment can l>e 
started in acute breast, abscess. It 1a not unuaial to 
aee a diffuse breast, abscess being treated as a •cued. breaat•, 
nor 1a 1 t unusual to aee a buttonhole inc1 s1e;,n being aade 
to cover the a1na ot omission a.rd neglect in these caaea. 
Ot course, the appearance ot any ot these oonditiona 1n41-
catea tbat the Qhild show.d be 1mmecl1ately weaned and appro­
priate measures taka:i to prevent 1ntect1on in the intant. 
DBCLID or BRUST P:UDINGs 
lfe one who has observed the studies which hi.Te been 
largely made since the 'beginning ot tm present century will 
tail to be 1apreased with the slow mt sure decllae 1n 
breast tee41ng. This has eccu red in 11> 1 te ot tile tact that 
most, it not all, authors d1sC11as1Dg the :reeding ot int'anta 
have taken the occasion to state that no art1t1c1al meana
of f'ee41ng a baby 1a qui te as good as breast milk. In ex.;. 
tolling the Virtues of' breast milk, authors aa well as 
speakers have frequently quoted Oliver Wendall Holaes 
famous statement that •a pair ot nbstant1al mamry glan4a 
aave the advantage over the two hell1apb.ere1 o:r the moat, 
learned protessor• a '!»rain; in tbl art et compounding a nu'.tr:1-
. . 
t1ve tlu1d for 1ntanta.• Kereover; atat1st1o1ana frequently 
"'.: · -· ,  ..... :.::· -�'··-�----.-.,·. 
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make the statment that a breast fed baby had five chances 
or living through ti» fl rat year as compared to the baby 
fed artificially-. Of course, at the present time, Dr. 
Holmes' statement is not a.s correct as when he 1119.de it, and 
the comparative statistical data concerning the life expec­
tancy of the breast fed baby aa compared to the art1f1c1ally 
fed baby 1 s no longer tenable s1 nee our un:lerst anding of 
the nutr1 t1onal requ1rem ants or early life is more pe rteot. 
Prosperity and a::>cia.l comfort as well as present day tl1a­
tractions are frequently bl a.med for the fa.i lure or the 7ott11g 
mother to co-operate, ani too often comparison is made w1 th 
our grandmothers and even more remote gem ratie111. Far teo 
frequently we tail t.o remember that in other days the 
ladies of pro apereus enV1 ronmEll ts invariably utilized the 
serv1 ce s of a wet nurse • The only d i tteren ce today, s1 nee 
artificial formulas have been perfected, is that the modem 
mother feels that she is not especia. lly jeopardizing the 
life e� future growth and development of ht r baby is she 
utilizes the aerV1 ces of a cow. 
On the other hand, bn ast milk cannot help but be the 
most suitable :food for the infant, and natural :feeding, from 
the Viewpoint or both mother and child., is the best method 
of adJl1n1stra.t1cm. The chief ad:vantagea of naaral ever
artificial reeding, aoconling to er (38) depend.a upon 
the tacts that human milk ha.a a os1t1on and a ph7aical
cbs.racter which are best mited 
it is es.a11J digested, it 
e .needs ot the infant; 
tam1na an4 1aane 'bediea, 
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and, being taken direct from 1te s:>urce, 1t ie practi-
cally sterile and at the proper telll];S m ture for drinking. 
The breast fed child therefore thrives better, is less 
likely to have digestive upsets, am 1s more resistant and 
lees often exposed to 1nfect1 on than the bottle fed.. Further, 
breast reeding is simpler and cheaper than feeding by sub-
st1 tutes, and, involution of the matema.l pelv1o organs 
being assisted by suckling and mammary function being 
normal, the moth! r may be expected to have a more strsight­
to.rward period or convalesoenee from her confinement when 
she feeds her baby the natural way. 
In spite or the mny advantages or breast feeding, it 111 
occasionally found to be inadvisable or impossible, as 
when any of the undermentioned conditions exist:
1. Severe 1ll9. ternal illne es, as puerperal sepsis,
active tuberculosis, or pneumonia during
lactation.
2. Breast infections, as 11a.st1t1s, or severely
:fi a sured nipples. In the latter ease weaning
should be temporary, tm baby being put back
to the breast as soon as the nipples recover.
3. Puerperal insanity, as an insane woman may
attempt to ha.rm her eh114 she cannot be trusted
to nurse 1t.
4. Pregnancy eta rted during lacta t1on.
5. Absence of milk, which precludes the poae1b111ty
or bresat feeding.
It is interesting to consider some of the reasons why 
babies are less frequently fed from the breast tmn they 
wex-e formerly. Certainly there is no more important reason 
than the fact that we are able more accurately to supply 
them with the nutritional elements necessary to promote 
growth and development than we formerly were. In 1869, 
Biedert published the results of the dlemical studies 'Whim 
he had made of human and cow's milk, and sl.l that we know 
of artificial feeding followed thl se results. Bierdert'• 
inspiration to produce a food for infants to take the place 
of mother's milk was the result of the spectacular achieve­
ments of Liebig, who began about th 1 s time to create sub­
stitutes for many thi� a by synthetic chemistry. Others 
fellowing Biederta example, devoted most of their talent 
and time to the study of every otbe r food than breast milk. 
Of course 1 t cannot be said that these workers un4erteok 
this study with the particular idea of discouraging breast 
feeding, for none of them ever overlooked an opportun1 ty 
to call attention to the super1or1 ty or breast feeding 
before proceeding to disru as the means of meeting the nutri­
tional requirements which his particular stud1e s inl1oated 
could be done art1 fi cially. Another reason 11hy breast 
feeding is on the decline is the realization that the in­
fant should not be kept exclusively on the milk diet, re­
gardless of whether it is breast or cow's milk, as long as 
we foruerly did. Both breast milk and the milk from the 
cow are notably deficient in iron. In the discovery of this 
tact we have found the explanation of what we; formerly used 
to speak of ae milk anemia. We now speak of this as nutri-
tional aae•ia or, better, anemia due to iron starvation. 
or course, we still think of breast milk i;1,s the ideal rood 
for the infa.nt, rut it is not necessary that a baby be ex­
clusively breast fed much beyond the f1 rst six months of 
11 re. Some even bel 1 eve tl'a t ar t1 f 1c 1al food can be intro­
du eed earlier than that. Others (Jlestion very much i.f there 
is any material advantage in keeping an infant on the breast 
much longer than the first six weeks or 11:re. 
Another reason is that at no time mve we had avail-
able to use more pe rf'ect mat,er1ala tor artificial feeding 
than we have now. The p:mduct1 on of pure cow's milk has 
made remaritable a dTanoes am s1. nee the ha:t,1 t of boiling 
all cow's milk used in infant feeding has become almost 
universal, the dangers of infection by milk_;borne d1 sea.sea 
have been elimina. ted am the curd re Bl 1 ting from the diges­
tion of this boiled milk has been so ED ftened that it is 
no longer a mechanical source of gastric or intestinal 
disturbances • 
In addition, milk is available in the evaporated as well 
as in the dried form. Carbohydrates and cereals are avaif­
able in forms such as they never were before. All of the 
v1 tamins can be had in a, ncE11 tra ted and potent forms • In 
addi'tion to this, the use of these infant diet ma terl. ala 
ie known. The question then arises as to whether or not 
the decline of breast f'eed.1 ng ms been largely- due to the 
-
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fact that we now are able to feed a baby artificially so 
that all of the requirements are Det to promote normal 
growth and development a e well as prevent nutritional di­
seases. 
Jlotbera are aware of these tacts and tl:By are no longer 
open to· the belief that it 1s  absolutely necessary to feed 
the be.by from the breast, comecpeptly, many of the areµ­
ment a which were used in persuading reluctant mothers have 
outlived their usefulness.(55) 
However the. decline of breast feeding may affect t.b.e 
infant, the effect on the mother must not be overlooked. 
There are d1:t't1eult1es in approaching this question apart 
from t�e observation that repeated lactation 1n malnourished 
women may produce anemia; the re 1s very little scientific 
1nformat1 on on thta aub ject. It m1�t be suspected that, 
women ,mo have cut short the rep roduc t1 ve cycle by tailing 
to lactate would be prone later to devalop endocrine dis­
orders. 'l'he pathological obesities which ao•ti1119s follow 
pregnancy suggest that a mismanagement of lactation may be 
an example of this. In the absence of scientific info r-
ma ti on opinions appear to be based largely on sentiment. 
There seems also, in the breast of the lactating mother 
who bas successfully nursed her infant, a lowered suscep-
tibili ty to carcinoma, ina smuoh as it overcomes stasis . 
and prevents the retention 1n the ducts of plugs of 1nap1-
ssated milk and detritus. It is clai111Bd that breast stasis 
i s due to mal function from not nur s1 ng, or miscarriages, or 
"---
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rapid succession or pn,gnanc1es, or the non-establishment 
of milk function, or stenosis at the nipple or elsewhere. 
'Women wha have never been pregnant fa re worse in this 
respect than their sisters who have nursed children. In 
a study of 200 women with carcinoma or the breast it was 
found that 91.5% had bad at one or more tines a well marked 
stasis. This may be cmsidered en other reason whJ the 
mother should nurse her baby, rather than to wean it sudden­
ly, for· there is a lower incidence of breast carcinoma ·among 
women who nurse their babies tmn among nulliparae. 
Then again, the effect of lactation on the mother 1 a 
character, temperament,· and menta1 outlook deserve equal 
consideration with the physical or bl.ologieal effects. Thia 
aspect has received very little etuey. Modern noveliei'*', 
eager as they are to explain - every ecns cious and aubcm·acious 
gesture of tmir subJects, have hardly t<11ched the theme. 
Havelock Ellis in his fs1chology of Sex gives it relatively 
little notice. Yet the puerperal period is characterized 
by most interea ting � dis t1nct1 ve psychological reactions. 
The desire for a mother to be left alom to sleep immediately 
after parturition has both a phJaical and paychologi cal 
value, and afterwards her peculiar jealousies and her crav­
ing for individual attention both suggest that she needs 
a special environment, for psychological aa well as physical 
reasons. Again, if one is to judge by the look of lascivious 
content that comes over some wcmen• � faces as they feed their 
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haa a definite value in maintaining their mental health. 
These mental states .and. emotional states of the lying-in 
woman deserve careful elucidation by a competent psycholo­
gist. (53) 
The conclusion, then, 1s tba t breast feeding 1s much 
preferable to artificial :reeding, but in those cases where 
natural feeding is contraindicated--tb9 mother need have 
no tear of 1ccept1ng the artificial method tor her infant. 
Contraindications tor m tural feeding will be discussed in 
greater detail later 1n this paper. 
PRODUCTION 01' THE JULI: SUPPLY: 
Whatever keeps the mother 1n geed condition during PN8-
nanc7, labor and the puerperiu, close-attention to al.l de­
tail� especially during labor, avoidanee of' complication�, 
over-fatigue and sho.ck, all llel.p to bring about the 4ea1-
4eratum of auccesstul breast feeding. Certainl7 cheerful 
nurses and pleasant surroundings help. 8omet1mea hospital 
roema are unnecesaar117 gl.001111. Visitors should be limited 
to tbe minimum, and it baa been noted that babies get less
milk at the two o'clock feeding, which was attributed to 
the V1 siting hour according to Parker ( 49). l'rom the stand­
point or the bad effect they ha.Te.on ID8llJ' patients' nervou• 
a7atema and also because of the ever present threat of' in­
fection that they mar bring 1n, visitors are not welcome 
to the hospital personnel; we might even wish that there 
was no such group. 
After her release trom the ho•p1tal, the mother must 
have continued freedom from mental strain and nervousness 
in order to have a substantial production of milk. A 
tired mother is frequently a nervous mother. The husband 
can be of considerable help to the mother during this 
period by relieving her of many burdens which she had 
previously automatically assumed. The mother should be 
encouraged to relax during the five or six nursing periods. 
The amount of rest and relaxation which the mother gets 
are of Vital importance. As soon as she fails to have a 
night• a rest,. her supply of milk dwindles. A good night I s 
sleep and an evening's recreation with her husband add to 
her contentment. The evening's recreation may be arranged 
for beforehand by expressing her milk into a sterile con­
tainer and keeping it in the refrigerator so that whoever 
cares for the baby on the particular evening has nothing 
to do but warm the milk and feed it to the infant. The 
present day wishes of young people to get out in the evening 
must be met, and still have the baby receive the benefit 
or the mother's milk. However, they must be taught how 
to pasturize the milk for additional safety. 
De Lee (21) lists seventeen cornit1ons which may affect 
the milk supply adversely. The quantity and quality of 
millt vary: 
First, with the 1ndiv1dual--nervous women are not as 
good wet-nurses as the phlegmatic. 
Second, with the race--Japaneae, Jews, Swedes, Turks, 
gypsies and negreases usually have abundant milk. 
� .
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Third, with the development of the body--a small thin 
woman usually gives more milk than a large muscular, or
tat woman. Nor does the size ot the gland have much effect.
The gland lobes may be less in amount than the tat of the 
organ, though usually a well-developed breast and nipple
presage a good ailk supply. 
Pourth, nutrition of the 1)2ttient, to a certain degree--
a woman 1n good health is mo�• likely to give sufficient 
milk than a sickly mother, �t occasionally, one aeea a
tuberculous mother with a fa� healthy baby. 
! 
ll'if'th, age of the patient. I This has very little influence, 
though before the age of eigh!teen ant &fter forty; the milk 
is likely to suffer both in qµality and quantity. 
Sixth, toward the end of la�tation the milk gets poor ill 
quality and· less in quantity,! though there are exceptions. 
Seventh, the milk or the tw� 'breast-a var1e s 1n quantity 
and quality and from day to d"y, and at different times ot 
the dq, during a single nursing. 'the proteids, tat and 
sugar increase in amount w1thi emptying of the breasts. 
B1ghth, hunger decreases th• amount or milk; tat, casein, 
• s.nd sugar decreases, while th� amount of albumin increases.
'these tacta were noted dul"lng I tm siege of Par1a. 
Kinth, emotions may alter quantity and quality--it is 
said that extreme emotional sho:,k may so alter the milk t,hat, 
it will give the ch114 ool1c, diarrhea, or even convula1ona;
that nervoua shock may produce agalactia 1a well known. 
Tenth, menstruation sometimes has a distinct effect on 
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the nursing ch1ld--1t may have colic. or cry a great deal, 
and may pass.green stools, vomit, or have diarrhea; though, 
chemically, one can find no alteration 1n the milk. The 
changes la.st only a short tiae. 
lleventh, pregnancy--the milk gradually dries up, after 
becoming more watery. Very often the nursing mother observes
a change in the nutrition ot the infant and &aer1bes the
aame to the advent of a. new pregnancy. 
Twelfth, drugs often reappear in the milk. Thia haa been 
known a1nce Hippecratea, in connection with cathartics •. 
One may, in order to ·purge the infant, g1 ve the motbe r the 
cathartic. Alcohol is said to paal  over, and caaea are ci te4 
where the bab7 got drunk. Opiu has caused narcesia ot 43 
hours in the baby. Iron, -arsenic, iocllin, le� � mercury 
are well known to paaa over. Salva rsan may thus 'be used 
fer the treatment of' mother and babe. The barbiturates (57) 
and bromides have a depressing effect on the nursing child, 
and more newly it baa been ascertained that the aultonam14ea 
(54) have their effect on the nursing intant.
It baa been shown the. t 1111lUB1.z1ng doses of tetanus anti-
t,oxin pass over to the 1nt'ant. Vaccinia is not believed
to pass over. The onl7 clrug which has anJ etf'ect on the 
amount or milk secreted is iodid or potash. It limits the
output. 
Th1neenth. disease has an important effect on milk.
Diarrheas cause a diminution; in cholera, sometimes com­
plete absence. In sepsis the milk sometimes dries up, which
��--'-- -- <--·---- --
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ia a bad omen. Bacteria can pass into the milk 1n d1 seaae.
Tuberculosis, anthrax, may pass over w1 thout an7 demonstrable 
change in the gland. In mastitis the milk ma7 contain 
cocci and pua. 
Pourteenth, irr1tat1en of the nipples causes an increase
of the secretion. Thia is demonstrated cllnicallJ in 
many ways,by placing the babJ to the breast early, the milk 
come e earlier, and b7 using .the breast paap too much to 
•relieve• the breasts, more millt 1a produced. It is poaaible
to start lactation 1a a non-puerperal woman, eYen in young 
girls, b7 properly stimulating the breaata. Jl&ssage ot the 
breasts and cold. baths increase the milk auppl7. 
J'1.fteenth• certain f'ooda .are said. to increase the aeoretlon, 
aa tomatoes, oysters, and. gruels• bat this does not stand 
up upon an experimental basis. Licpids, especially eow1 a 
milk increases the amount of' milk, and a r1 ch mpplJ ot 
proteida in the diet see• to aug•nt the tat content. Ov•r­
teed1ng onlJ occaaionall7 improves the nursing, and then, 
temporarily. Later, the DDther puts on ta\, and the breasts 
dry up. It there is no gland ti aaue 1n the breast, no 
amount or st111lllat1on will cause it to aec.rete. 
Certain foods are said to alter the milk to the 4iatur­
bance ot the ch114--e.g., strawberries, tomatoes, beans, 
and ac14 fruits. It does seem tla t id.1oa7Dcrac1ea, posaeaae4 
b7 the mother, also become evident in her offspring. 
Sixteenth, mult1parae usually have more milk \aan pr1•-
1parae, and women, attar normal labor, a re leas 11·1tel1 to 
, 1 
..,.. 
bave d1aturbed lactation that those who have had difficulty,
operative deliveries, especially it attended with breat
blood loss.
Seventeenth, the mount or milk varies with tt» demand.
Ordinarily the 'breasts g1 ve 600-800 Gm./day, depending on
the needs of the nursling, but as much as 2500 to 2800 Gm./
day have been recorded over a long period, without injury.
It the nUl"sing 1s interrupted trom any cau.ae, 1 t may be
resume4, providing the interval is not too long. It may
retum atter an absence of :five weeks to aeveral months.
J:t:rorta ot some clinicians to 1ncreaae the tlow ot milk
in humans bave apparently been 111ccesstul. Rosa, ot To ronto,
tot111d tbat a group of patients who received 1,000 units ot
prolaetin, three-fourths nursed their babies completely,
the proportion was 11UCh le as in a grol.l) who reoe1 ved 400
uni ts and still leas in a control group g1 ven only .1ntra-
1111scular injectiena of' normal saline. Lehman (lfttrzberg)
'believes •that it is not the mere elimination or estrogen
after delivery which 1a responsible tor the flow of milk
but the speed with which it is eliminated.• Thia explain•
the liberal but temporary supply o t milk 1n cases ot
hem�rrilage, also when tb
t 
kidneys interfere with the rapid
eli�1nat1on of estrogen, the supply of milk 1a poor, and
on fth1a theory :he advocates the use ot purine bo4y diuretics
1mm\941ately atter labor to el1m11'Ja.te estrogen rapidly. Thia
wou� be in line with the theory that hypothyroids excrete
est*9ogen poorly and that small doses o:f' thyroid would bave
the I same et:f'ect as the pur.lm diu retic a.
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The •rfect of diet upon milk production has constituted 
a matter of interest to mny invest1ga.tors. It was pointed 
out by Ssubotin, as long ago as 1886, working with dogs, 
that the diet had an important effect upon the conposition 
of the milk. In 1869 it was shown that a high protein diet 
was particularly effective in stimulating milk production. 
Daggs (16) working with dogs showed liver to be the beet 
source of protein of those tried. The conclusions were 
borne out not only by the quantity of milk produced but by 
the quality as well. The nitrogen retention in the mother 
was better and the growth of pups was superior for those 
animals receiving the liver diet. 
The next step was to find what factor in the liver was 
acting as the lactogogue. This substance was later found 
to be cystine, although all sulfur containing amino acids 
appear to be active in thi -a regard. 
A series of patients was investigated by Daggs (17)--all 
multiparas having a history of either failing or no milk 
supply with previous babies were a1lowed the reg11lar hospi­
tal ration. In addition 1 Gm. each of cystine, glycine, 
and glutamie acid were given with breakfast, 2 Gm. each or 
the amino acids with dinner, ani 2 Gm. with supper, making 
. a total ot 5 Gm. each per day. This combination or amino 
acids. were used in order to allow the body material to 
manufacture glutath1one. It is not advisable to give too 
large doses of cystine for fear of damaging the kidney. 
A diet high in B vitamins, however, protects against this 
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damage to a great extent according to Hart�ell (33). None 
of these caeee showed any sign of kidney dana.ge even though 
one of the subjects had a moderate albumenuria before delivery. 
The amino-acids were either sprinkled on the food or given 
in lemonade. The milk production was obtained by weighing 
the baby before an::1 after feeding. 
It was found that all patients Ehowed a response to cys­
tine reeding. Perhaps a much greater �9l!tmse could have 
been obta,ined with a canbinati on of E11docrine and dietary 
therapy. However, it is significant to note that whatever 
the erxlocrine set-up might have been, the diet therapy bad 
some effect. It is undoubtedly true that the now of milk 
is controlled to a great extent by/hereditary, a sort of 
individual hormonal pattern relationship. Conditions may 
be such that the mammary gland do not secrete the maxi­
mum amounts which is fairly definitely set by hereditary. 
It is this relatively large group of cases that can probably 
be helped by this dietary therapy. 
DIET DURING PREGNANCY AND IACTATION: 
With a better un:leratanding of the basic principles of 
nutrition it has become evident that every comprehensive 
study of the growth and development or the child should 
include ao118 knnledge of the nutritional status or the 
mother preceding and during the reproductive cycle. 
Kendenhall state a tha. t "During ire gnancy, pro per prenatal 
hygiene am reeding is essential to the life and normal 
development of the unborn child. To cwnt on the fact that 
• 
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the mother is a factor of safety in the nutrition ot the 
young, and to nourish tb.9 child either at the expense of 
the pregnant or nursing mother is an unnecessary sacrifice 
of the woman, and. may at any time prove disastrous to tilt 
child.• Furthermre, she CCl'ltinuea, •There is every reason 
to believe that ability to produce breast milk of a super­
io r quality is to aom extent dependent on the storage or
material from the uotbers tood during the prenatal period, 
as well as on the supply ot nut riente from tm food she 
recei vea during lacta t1on. • Though 1 t 1 a acknowledged 
that the proper kind an1 ancunt ot food is essential to
the mt.her during pn, gns.ncy and la eta tion it she is to 
maintain good health and at the same tia properly nourish 
her baby 'before and after birth, the literature is prac­
tically barren of any extended studies on the effect of 
diet on human reproductim, and the feeding of women during 
this crucial period still ranains on an emperic basis. our 
present knowledge of matenial nutr1t1on therefore falls 
abort ot a4•quate informaUm for the moth.er, and 11dee4, 
'beyond the point where practical experience avails, it is 
impossible to teach her how to 11 ve so as to produce a 
nutritionally stable child anl at the same time conserve 
her own body ti ssu.ea. 
The maternal metabolism seems to be stimulated 1n response 
to the increased requi:ramants tor intrauterine growth 
and the concurrent form t.1. on of ma temal tissue reserves 
in prepare. t11 on for parturition and la eta tion. Demands over 
-... 
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and above these are made 1n the process of the elaboration 
of milk, am furtbe rmore, immediately following the cessation 
of milk flow, that is, in the poat-lacta tion period, the 
matema.l body umergoea a stage cl recupe rs. ti on from the 
extended physiological demands of reproduction and an aug­
mented food intake is maintained. In some species of ani­
mals there is a general inc rea.se 1n food cm eumption occurr­
ing simultaneously with the progression of the reproductive 
cycle, except immediately preceding parturition, when a 
slight depre seion is usually noted. The food intake remalt&s:, 
high 1n the early part of reprod.uctive rest for the purpeae 
of rebuilding the matemal tissues that mftered lossea 
during pregnancy, parturition, and lactation. 
It is believed. that tm human mother's ability to pro­
hce breast milk of a sat1s factory quality is to so• ex­
tent dependent on the storage of aterial from her food 
during pregnancy, as well as on the supp� of nutr.1.enta 
from the food she consu•s during lactation. The litera­
ture at our d1 aposal reveals no extended. obse"8. tiona en 
the food consumption of individual women ell ring pregnanc,, 
lactation, and reproductive rest, except that of Shuker• 
and his cowordera, who followed. 1h ree cases and in this 
short series of cases :noted aom, interesting obaervatienas 
1. '!'he food requirements tor pregnancy and for re­
cuperation in post-lacta.t1. on are of appro xis tely the same 
magn1 tud.e. 
2. '!'here is a curtailment of food consumpt1_on near




,. Lactation increased the food demand approximately 
60%, over a.nd above pregnancy. 
4. There are marked da1 ly fl uc tuat1ons 1n food in­
take during lactation, the maximum being at times more than 
twice the minimum. 
As previously stated, the physiologic states of preg­
nancy and laction make special nutritional dema.nds upon tm 
mother, but at the same ti•, alimentatic:n ia often leas 
efficient than during the nonpregrant states. This is 
indicated by the incidence of ns. usea and v<a1ti�, the 
f'requency of hypochlorh3'dria and constipation. Thi com­
bins tion of these � ecia 1 demands w1 th detect! ve aliment&• 
tion makes meticulous attention to the diet during these 
periods doubly important. 
In the clinical application of' the aeience and art of 
nutri t1on to pregnancy and lactation, one should rememl>er 
t,1at a number of the standards set aa requirements are to 
some extent arbitrary. Common sense tells us that WODl81l 
have had babies and have nursed them w1 thcu t the daily 
consumption of' a whole quart of milk, and yet have escaped 
total nutritional collapse. On the other hand, inappro­
pr.late diet during pregnancy and lactation often leads to 
peor maternal health and mt infrequently to serious conae­
quences for mother and child. 
The demands of the 'ta.by and tb.e altered aternal meta­
bolism during pregnancy md lactation reaul t 1n such marked 
changes in nutritional requirements that these are not 
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necesearily ue t by food m b1 ts which are optimum for a 
woman at reproductive rest. The average Amer! can diet, 
particularly that of wonen in the lower economic group, is 
often seriously deficient in a number of tlB essentials 
during these periods. While diets suitable for pregnancy 
and lactation are essentially normal qualitatively, the 
quantitative needs for total calories, protein, minerals, 
vitamins, and even water are comiderably altered by these 
tunetiona. 
It will be remembered tbs. t the fetus in utero is essen­
tially parasitic. It takes what it needs from the mother's 
blood stream regardless of m r food intake. Thus when the 
maternal diet is inadequate, or even in the presence of' an 
adequate diet, when absorption from the gastrointestinal 
�ract is defective, the maternal organism serves at its 
own expense as a buffer between the inadequate food ab­
sorbed and the. t taken from the maternal blood stream by 
the fetus. The cost to the mother in terms of deminerali­
zation, nitrogen loss and Vitamin deficiency may be tre­
mendous, with attendant serious consequences, such as 
dental C$.riea, anemia, and even osteomalacia. The fetus 
suffers only if ite.>immediate source of nutrition is de­
pleted, a state of affairs which can exist only following 
prolonged and definitely ha.rm:ful inadequacies in the mater­
nal diet. Thus a restricted maternal diet can have little 
or no effect upon the weight of the fetus unless the reatr1o­
t1ons are prolonged and dangerously excessive. This was 
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well illustrated by the maintenance of average birth 
weights of babies in Germny dm-ing tm war. 
As a.preliminary to a discussion of ttB practical aspects 
of prescribing a diet dtr ing tr egnancy and la eta tion, it, 
will be helpful to present, briefly and apec1fically, the 
altered needs for the several components of the diet which 
are brought about by these physiologic states. For an ex­
haustive review of nutrition during pregnancy am lactation 
the reader 1s referred to the excellent summary of Garry 
and St1ven on which we shall lean heavily in the subsequent 
discussion. 
Energy Re'quirement: The basal metabolism of the preg­
nant woman has been repeatedly 1nvestiga ted. The results 
of' these studies indicate that the basal rate tends to 
increase steadily from about the fifth or s1 xth month of 
pregnancy. Shortly before term it is about 23% higher 
than in the nonpregnant w omn. It ms been shown that the 
basal metabolism of the pregnant 1VOIIRn just prior to 
parturi t1on is equal to tha. t of the mother and child taken 
separately three to ten d83' s after the birth of the child. 
The increased need in tb9 q mnt1 ty of food consumed dur­
ing the early months of pregnancy is so sli�t as to be 
negligible. Even during the latter months of pregnancy, 
when the growth of the fetus 1 s m pid, the total caloric 
requirements are never moN than approxima tel:, 20% above 
normal; for while the basal recp1rement is increased some 
23% this is partially offset bJ the diminished act1V1ty 
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0011mon to the third trimester. Dur 1ng the period of 
lactation there is a greater increase 1n �e total energ 
requirement. Thia larger de&t.nd during the nursing period 
may be explained as follows, 
1. Sufficient f\tel to meet the mother's own energy
requirement. 
2. Food equivalent in ealor1 c value to the milk pro­
duced ( 20 calories per ounce of milk procll ced.) 
3. Fllel to supply the energy required to proc1ttce
1111k. (Equivalent to approximately 10% ot the f\J.el value 
of the milk produced.) 
It 1a felt that the caloric requirements commonly given 
ror diets during the periods et pntgnancy am lactation are 
often too high. Teel and Burke ( 56) 1n the1 r wo ?k at the 
Dept. of Cb.1.ld Hygiene of the Hana rd School ot Public 
Health, declared tbl t th_.e abould be a reV1 a1on downward 
of tba so-called •standard. energy requirements• tor thase 
periods. The aTerage total energy recp1rementa du.ring 
pregnancy wi 11 'be found to be from 2200-2600 calories; and 
during lactation trom 2800 to 3200. Variations of these 
i 
ache4ules will, of course, be necessary with reference to
the size ani act1V1ty ot the woman concerned. 
Weight Gain During Pregnancy: A total weight :gain for 
• 
. I the period of pregnancy of from 16-20 pounds abc,Te normal 
I weight for the indiTidual ia considered desirable. Pro-
vided thi t .the retention of water· is not exceas�Te, the 





or the puerperium. Excessive weight gain during preg­
nancy should be avoided, for in addition to the estheti� 
objections, it is associated with a definitely increased 
incidence of dystocia, and pro�bly also w1 th increased 
1nc1 dence of toxemia • It 1 s not yet en t1 rely clee. r how 
much of the excessive weight gain associated with toxemia 
1a due to water retent1 on, although w�reating and obesity 
would •••• to play clef'inite roles. The 1nertect1veneas or 
dietary restrict! ona within safe 11ml ts in controlling 
the size or the be.by has already been 119nt1oned.. 
Carboh.y4ratea: During the pa st tifteen years bypereme111 
gravidarium, preeclampai a and eclampsia have 'been attribute4 
by.various writers to diaturbe.mes in carbohydrate •tabel1•• 
While there is ,m increase 1n the total energy recpire•nt. 
during the later months or pregnancy, there 1a �o conclusive 
evidence that carbo�drate is important other than as a 
. source of energy during pregn�cy. Although extra energy 
is needed during thl lactating period, the concan\ration 
of lacto ae in breast milk 1a very constant, and baa been 
shown to be very little affected by the nature of the diet 
of the mother. There ia some ev1dence to indicate that a 
· high carbohydrate int.a.Ia,,. du ring the nursing period, ma7
tend to 1nh1b1t.milk production.
Pats and L1po1d.a: Very 11tt1e is known about the metabe-, 
11sm of fats am lipid.a during pregnancy and lactation. 
However, that changes occur durlrg pregnancy involving tata 
and lipids is 1nd1ea ted by the ease with which the level 
�,,_.I 
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ot acetone bodies in increased in the blood, and the ele­
vation of the level or blood cholesterol, and the ease with' 
which (compensated) acidosis oc<JJrs, as indicated by the 
appearance of acetone bodies in the urine. Certain lipids 
and fa tty acids wwld appear to be essential to the diet 
at all times, as, for example, linoleie acid. Aside from 
its chief function as a source of energy, fat is of impor­
tance as a carrier of the fat-soluble vitamins A, D, and E. 
Proteins: During pregnancy an 1ncrea sed requirement for 
protein is shown by the significant retention of nitrogen. 
Indeed,  in so far as tb9 few balance studies go, it would 
appear that considerably more n1trcgen is retained tm.n mq 
be accounted for by the development of the fetu a. Thus, 
in the studies of Macy and m r coworders, 1 t has been shom 
that with an average ingestion; of 19 Gm. of nitrogen from 
proteins of excellent quall ty ., there was a reaul tant mean 
net retention of 3.1 Gm. of nitrogen per day, representing 
a storage of 16% of the nitrogen intake during the last one 
hundred and forty-f1ve days of piegnancy. In this experi­
ment, the subjects ability to retain an abundance of nitro­
gen was further shown by tbs fact tm. t she stored 2.6 Gm. 
of nitrogen daily, beyond the calculated amount utilized 
by the developing ovum. The total abaened accumulation 
was 446 am. at term. A compilation of statistics from other 
nitrogen balance studies gives the average da1 ly nitrogen 
retention through out pregnancy as 2. 28 Gm. , eq.i 1 va lent to 
the retention of 14. 25 Gm. of prote1 n daily. The authors 
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state that from pompar1son of the two sets of data, it would 
seem tha.t, in general, the ricbtr the diet in protein of 
good biological value, such as from milk and its pro.ducts, 
the greater was the pe rs1 stent storage of nitrogen during 
pregnancy •. From their continued metabolic studies during 
the large part of the reprodlc tive cycle, Kacy am her asso­
ciates have also shown tm t in some mult1parae there is neg­
ative nitrogen balance during early lactation. It 1s also 
interesting to note tba t these womm who were on high pro­
tein intakes give high m1 lk yields during the · nurs1 ng period. 
It bas long been known, in the dairy industry, tlat a high 
protein diet began late in gestat.1.on in cows improves their 
milk yield. Other workers have a.ls o drawn a.ttent.1 on to 
the fact that in women the greater tlB retention of nitro­
gen in the la tter A art of pregnancy, the gra ater the likeli­
hood that there will be a E11ff1 cient milk supply. Certainly 
tb9re ia adequate experimental as well as clinical data to 
substantiate the idea that ttere is increased need for pro­
tein, particularly during the latter part of pregnancy and 
during lactation. 
There has been a general impression that the toxemias of 
pregnancy are related to the . prote1 n in the diet. For 
this reason many obetetr1c1ane have restricted the protein 
intake during pregnancy. Accord.1 ng to some invest1ga tore, 
toxic substances which may be harmful are formed in the 
breaking down of proteins, especially meal protein. On the 
other hand, in a paper by Strauss, mggeste that a diet low 
in proteins may be the cause of toxemia, and he reports 
cases successfully treated with high protein diets. These 
diets were supplemented by v1 tamin B an1 liver. Certainly 
there 1s no satisfactory evidence that a. liberal protein 
intske during pregnancy is the cause of' toxemia in :oormal 
women. On the other hand,_ marked restriction or protein 
over prolonged periods during pregnancy an:i lactation may 
result in diminished serum proteins with attendant ede•, 
negative nitrogen balance, and 1ndi:rectly, anemia. 
An optimal intake or proie1n during pregnancy is approxi­
mately 100 OIi. a day. 'l'he Le-gu.• ot Bat1 ona Technical 
Comm1aa1on gives 2 om.,IXg. of body weight as a desirable 
intake. Animal p:n,tetns, because tmy are r.1.oh in the 
•••ential amino acids mould be emphasized. It the 4a1ly 
diet contains one quart milk, a liberal serving of •at, 
and an egg, together w 1th the amount of protein in the otber 
foods of a well-balanced diet, the DD tb.er • a need should 'be 
well covered.. During the period of' lactation protein 1• 
utilized in the production of milk, and a high protein in­
take is known to favor milk prodm\ion. The optim 4&11J 
intake c!l.uring lact.a u on aould be approx imatel. y 125 am. 
et protein of good b1elog1cal value .• 
nnerala: The three minerals, Ca, P, and :re, which re-
quire. special attention in the normal 41et, need ad.ded 
empha�1s during the pe J'ial a or pte gnancy and lactation. 
In go1 ter zom s iodine a.lao recp irea attention. 
Calcium and Phoapho?"lla:--The demand for these minerals 
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1 s approxia tel:, doubled. During the f1. rat \:rl•ster of 
pregnancy thi.s increased need 1s slight. By the fourth 
month, however, calcium and phosphorus are being deposited 
in most or the bom s of the fetus , and the teeth are 
forming. All of the temporary teeth aN formed during the 
prenatal period. 'i'he deposition of calcium and phosp·hora• 
in the fetus 1 11 greatest 1n the th1r4 trimester ot gestation. 
Hot only are the amounts ot calc1a and phosphena in tha 
diet important, but their utilization 1s inti•tel:, relatecl. 
to tbe rat1 o ot O&iP, as well as to the v1 tam1n D 1nt.alte. 
If vitamin D is administered. 1n very large amounts., a a1g­




paoaphoNa are retained by tm boC,,. !mas, a high i�ake 
et rt,tamin D may ma
. 
terially reduee tm needed intake lot 
calclo and phospb.orus. However, until the phyaiolo�lc 
respenaea to exceaaiYe amounts of Vitamin D are bet�r 
UD!erstood, some caution should be exercised in its 
Inadequacy or maladjust• nt et 1me se ta ctera during 
nancy and lactation may result 1n mch conditions as dental 
decay, osteopoN 111 and r1cketa • 
Tbe reaul ta or metabells• studies, during pregnanc,J and 
I -
lacta t1on., 1n41ea te that a h1e)ler intake or ealeiua d phoa-
phoraa than that or most weaen favors 
md phosphorus both in tb.e •tber and 
nancy an ,1ntake of at least 1-�1.5 OIi. ot ca.lei• 4a1 7 aa4 
about 1.5--2 a.. or phoaphorua seem •n•able. !he Clllli'e-
-
� 
menta to� beth calc1wa and phosphorus during lactatio ··are 
,.. 
_ .. �·-. .::::-·..,· .. .:._, -- ·. - L 
.,,,. 
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probably even higher. Since milk 1 s one of our beet food 
sources or calcium, it m.ould be used liberally in the diet 
throughout these pt rl cx:l.s. Cheese, with the exception of 
cottage cheese, is also an excellent source. · In general, 
the vegetables and fruits are e:> od sources of calcium, add­
ing materially to the calcium content or the diet, when taken
in liberal amounts. Phosphorus is more widely distributed 
in roods than is calcium, and 1s less apt to be deficient 
1n the average diet. If the diet is liberally supplied. with 
protein, as already suggested, the phosphorus needs dur.1.ng
pregnancy and lactation will "be well 119t.
Iron--Dur1ng pregnancy am la eta ti an the iron requ 1rement 
is increased at least 2Q%. Considering the adult's normal 
daily re(lUirement for iron as 15 ng. tlltre ahould be at 
least 18 mg. in the diet of the pregnant and lactating wo-
man. This amount of iron is necessary during pregnancy to 
prevent rnemia in the mother. The fetus abstracts considerable 
iron :f'rolm the maternal blood both for mintenance of a 
normal ••oglobin level 1n 1 ts blood, and for iron atorage 
in 1 te �iver. This iron stored. during the later intra-
uterine 11fe serves as a reserve when milk, whim 1 s poor 
1n 1ron,i is tne major rood of the baby 1 s diet. '!'he White 
House Coprerenoe publication, "Jrutr1t1on, • states that the




d bJ daily tm ns f'er · t rom the mother; this 1 a sa14 
to be br, ught 1 about by a transfer of about o.4 mg. daily





during the third trimester. The large drain upon the 
mother, especially in the latter part of pregnancy, together 
with diets often inadequately supplied w1 th iron rich toods, 
may account 1n part, for the microcytic hypochromic anemias
so couonly found in pregnancy. The diet should therefore, 
be liberally supplied w1 th iron r! ch toed e tlroughout this 
period. The foods richest in 1ron are liver, kidney, lean 
meat, egg yollc, apl"icota, prunes, pe ache a, green leaty ,eg. 
etables, am. molasses. The whole grain breads and cereals 
are good sources of iron. In o cnsi4er1ng the iron r1 ch too4a 
one ab.ould bear in mind the tact that certain roods are su­
perior to others in that r power to build hemoglobin, and · 
that th1a is not neceasari� dependent upon their iron con.­
tent. Liver, kidney, apricots, and peaches illustrate this 
fact; liver and kidney being au pt rlor to lean meat, aid 
apricots and peaches superior to spinach. In addition to 
a liberal use or foods r.l ch 1n 1 ron, the au thoN reconem 
that pe.tients be given moderate doaea or iron during pas-
nancy, (as, f'or example, terrous au.ltate grains 111 
t 
t.1.c1.)
O.ther minerala--In those regions tllee .s,1ter·1a:.::not • ._
4em1c an adequate ammnt of iodine is obtained trem the local 
water and foods when a •11-bslanced diet is eaten. The 
other minerals required do not USllallJ need special attention. 
Salt (BaOl) �omet1• s nee4s restti ction 1n the latter month.a 
or pregnancy it weight gain 1a accompanied by ede•. 
Water: An a4equa te amount ot ·•ter should be taken daily 
during pr"gnancy and lactation. · A liberal fluid intake aids 
1n the digestion and absorption of' food an:i helps to pre­
vent constipation. Liberal water intake also 1a of cc:11a1d­
erable prophylactic value in the prevention of pyel1t1s • 
. 
,During the early part of pregnancy an intake of from six to 
eight glasses of water da1 ly 1s usu ally well tolerated, but 
during the last "rlaester. espec1all7 when edema occur-$. 
restriction of fluid intalrs may be advisable • 
. �llulose1 This ls necessary for normal intestinal funo­
tion. It is also of benefit to aattsty appet1 te where 
calorie intake is restricted. A sufficient. quant1 ty of 
oellulese 1a obtained when vegetables• fruit, and whole grain 
products are -included l1 berally 1� the diet. However, the 
indiscriminate use of' large quantities of' rougllage, auch 
as bran, not 1ntrequently results in troubleso• intestinal. 
irritability. 
V1tam1nas 
1. Vitamin A is essential :rcr normal growth and
4evelopment, as well as for repmduct1on. Deficiency ia 
manifested pathologically 'by kerat.1n1zation of the body 
epithelium with resultant increased suscept1b111ty to 1n­
tect1on. !hem ia some cl.1n1cal evidence tm t a lact of 
vi ta.min A in early pregnancy my caua e resorption or the 
fetus, or later increase the 1naldenee or premature or still 
births. It is also possible that there may be some relation• 
ship between V1 tamin A and the incidence or pm rperal 
sepsis. While the body baa ithe ability to. store vitamin A 
in relatively large quantities. the demand tor this Vita-
min during the reproductive period· 11 greatly increased, and 
�' �- . - . · ·--- - · .·-·, -,--· -··· :::•_;J 
unless the diet 1nel udes a 11 beral amount deficiency will· 
develop. '!'he best source of Vitamin A are whole milk, 
cream, butter, cheese, egg yolk, leafy green and yellow 
vegetables. Since Vitamin A is f'at soluble, the·pract1ce 
of' using skim milk to control weight gain during pregnancy 
greatly red.uces the vitamin A content ot the diet. It 1 t 
becomes necessary to s1t 1m the milk or reduce the amount ot
batter in the normal diet of pmgnancy, some adequate supple­
mentary source of vita.min A should be supplied. Cod liver 
and halibut liver oils are oommtrated. sources of this 
vita.min aa well as of vitamin D, and may be- used. A tUst 
high in vitamin A 1a desirable 4ur1ng the nursing period. 
aaya Teel (.56), ainoe there 1a evidence that a direct re­
lat1onah1p exists between the v1 ts.min A content or the 
niotmr' a diet and that or mr 111n:. 
2. Vitamin B, in adequate amcunts st111Ulates appe-
' 
ti te and grow th and 1s necessary f'o r normal reproduction. 
-..n 1naufticiently supplied it mq result 1n inpa1red neur­
�naoular control of' the intestinal tract, often resulting 
in a.tonic constipation. Det1c1ency of' v1 t�min B
,t 
is an 
important aeeon:lary taotor 1n laJpC'nes1a gra:v1dal'WIIJ in 
aome prolonged and severe ca.sea it wmld appear to contr1.­
bute to the so-ea.lled "polyneur1 t1a• at pregnancy. !'oocla 
rich 1n vitamin �' aro whole grain products, vegetable a, 
tru1ta, milk, and egg 701k. Brewers yeast am wheat germ 
are concentrated sources and can be used when a441tional 
vitamin B,ia needed� '!'be requirement tor vi ta.min B, is 
I 
'"-../ 
high both during pregnancy and la ctatien. The vitamin B, 
content of the breast milk is largely dependent upon the 
vitamin B, content of the motbe r's di et. Jletabol1am studies 
ind1 ea te that from three to tl. ve ti• a a a muoh vita.min. B, 
is necessary tor lactation as tor normal gror,th and main• 
tens.nee. 'fhe increased recpirement is probably nearly as 
gN&I·�&• during pregnancy 1 taelt. 
3. Vitamin B 2 1a round in many of th, teods rich
also in v1t&m1n B 1, milk and meat contain more B 2 than 
B 1. It the diet i a w 11 supplied w1 th meat and milk it 
will net be deficient in B 2. Det1cieno_y of 1ih1a Yi tamin 
reaul ts in lact of v1 gor am premaillre senility. Pro­
�ounced deficiencies are aaaocd.ated: with the etiology ot
pellagra and a type of •crocrtic hJPer chromic anemia •. 
Pregnancr and. la eta t1on increase :th• med for 1-1111 Ti t.allill 
as 1a suggested by the observation rt,bat lat·ent pellagra 
may become manifest during tbase pe�ed.a. J'urthermore, 
Certain cases Of DIB.Crocyt1C h.J'permromc anemia during 
' . .  
pregnancy respond proaptlJ to the e�b1Uon ot this rt w.111Jl.
Jt.. V1taa1n a--fte requ1remenjt, fb r thia Vitamin 1• 
increased both during pre gna.ne, and[ la.eta t1. on. In expe ri• 
mental work w1 th guinea pigs, on d1,ta ver1 aetic1ent in · 
Tit 9 min C, the female does· not ccnc•ive because of failure 
of ovulation. When tb8 deficienc1 �s la sa markecl, abort1en 
or resorption ot the tetus talr8a p�ce. Tbe young of 
scorbutic does show aigu et acurYJ/• Eviclenee or auboptiul. 
in�ake of this Y1 ta.min among women �a often seen 1n the 
·-
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condition of the teeth and gums. It also plays an 1mper-
tant part in the bone and tooth development or the 'm.by. 
Extreme deficiency rellll ts 1n scurvy. The diet should con­
tain one or more excellent sources or vitamin O da1l.J. c1-
tru1 fruits and tom.toes (raw or eanned) are excellent sou.roes. 
In using toa to juice instead ot orange Juice 1 t t&ltes at 
least tw1 ce as much ot the :fbrme r to gl. ve the same relative 
amount ot vitamin c. Raw cabbage is also an excellent ancl 
1nexpena1 ve source of th is vi tam in• 
5. Vitamin D as bas been ata. ted, in adequate amounta
1a important in promoting optimal utilization ot oalc11111 
and pho aphel'lla. Vi ta llin D has a.11 fflff geed. food sour o••. 
Th• fiah liver 0111 are our 'best natural sources ot this 
vitami,n and are rich in Vitamin A as well. Bgg yollt is 
also considered a good source. The action ot direct sun­
light upon the skin is an 1 mpor tant •ans o t 1ncrea sing the 
D content or th9 boq. It is pn,'Da.bl7 advisable tor the 
pregnant woan tcr take cod liver oil, or its equivalent, 
throughout the perim or pmgnancy as a protection both to 
herself and her child. !his is certainly true tor the 
winter months when there is little natural ultraviolet 
radia t1 on and the 11 t tle vi tam in D pre aen t in our natural 
toeds may 'be turther reduced. It 11, probably, also wille 
to continue its use tlroughrut tbl nursing period, but tm
amount transferred through breast •ilk to th9 baby 1a 
questionable and should be aupplemented. 
6. Vitamin B. At the pre sm t time t.be1'9 is no cl.ifcal
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evidence tba.t vitamin Z is required by human beings. 'l'bil 
Vitamin is widely distr.lbute4 1n f'ood. It is f'ound in wheat 
germs, see4s of plants, green leaty vegetables, muscle •at, 
and mill:. Whether or m t it i e re cp ired in human nutr1 t1on, 
it seems probe.ble that with this wide distribution or Vitamin 
Z the danger or shortage is sl1@Jlt. 
Practical aspects ot J>1etar.y Instruc1i1 on: :rrom the fore­
going discussion it is seen that while the total energy 
requirements during pregnancy and lactation are aQ11awhat 
increased, there are striking disproportionate 1nor•••• 
in the demand.a tor proteins, minerals, and Vitamins. l'&ilure 
to meet these changes e:rten re au.lt 1n minor •mbelinieal • 
disturbances in heal th and not infrequently 1n serious con­
sequences to mother and child •. For these reasons cl.1n1cal 
efforts should be mde to see that the•• requ1re•nta are 
met. 
Undoubte�ly, a total ._tJlrally aelect.ed• diet would 
approach the optimum n\ltr1t1onal reqiiremmta of' pregnanoy 
and lactaticn. However, 1n considering the diet.a ot civi­
lized. people toda,, we cannot rtly upon appetite as a guide 
in food selection a a well a a we could in pr.1.m1 tive ti• a, 
when all foods eaten were in their natural at.a.tea. Indee4, 
tba tact must be :raced tm.t mcd.ern cJiets am too often ma4e 
up largely ot milled, proceaaed, and art1 f1c1al :roods• On 
the one hand, the comuaptt on ot milled and pn, ceased food. 
baa largedy increased. White flour and other ·milled cereal 




been remved from a large part of the diets of today. 11h1te 
sugar, . the use or which bs.s increa. sed so tremendously in 
recent years has, also in the refining process, lost valuable 
minerals still present to a large • xtent in moli.aaea and 
brown sugar. On the other band, whll e the same period ma
seen a marked 1nc:re aae in the consumption of truit s and veg­
etables, these are still consumed spaltngly by a large pro­
portion or the popu,lation, especially by families on low 
incomes. While the comumption ot milk has increased, 1ta 
�aily per capita consumption is still vety low 1n the light 
of our accepted standard.a of nutrition. The spending ot
a smaller proporU on of the food 1:udget for •at.,· white ••­
gar., and milled cereal products, and a greater proportion 
tor milk, t:ru1ts, vegetables, eggs, and whole grain product&, 
would do much to improve our nutrition. The dissemination 
of this knowledge through the inst ruction of p:r:9gnant sn4 
nursing mothers by the obstetrics.an, the pediatrician, the 
nutritionist, and by other wo :ricers in tlB se, n. elcls, would 
do much to improve the health of our mothers, their ah114ren, 
and the family as a whole. 
The nutritional demam.s of pregnancy and lactation, parti­
cularly the altered recp irement s tor the several component.a 
of tbe diet, make clear tbe importance of ca?8ful 1natl\1ct1on 
to pregnant and nursing mtbers as to their daily food re­
quirements. Imeed, no prenatal or postnatal care 11 ale­
quate w1 thout such instruction. The patient should be 
quest1 oned as to her custo.mary da 1ly food intake, her appet.1 te, 
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her food dislikes and likes, and mr economic status. In 
the light of this information the may be shown those changes 
in her food habits which are both pmctical and a4V1eable. 
When changes in food hab1. ts are advised the reasons for 
these changes should be explained in simple terms. Too 
much emphasis cannot be placed upon the fact that the differ­
ence between success ani failure in obtaining the cooperation 
of the patient depends upon her intelligent appreciation 
of her dietary needs du r.tng pregnancy and lactation. Thia 
does not mean tba t she must have a detailed knowledge ot
food values, nor that she must s1 t down every day and check 
her diet for its quota of ea.ch one of the necessary compon­
ents. A more practical method is for her to use a siapl• 
daily plan or feeding, expressed in certain tocxis or food 
groups, which will make certain that all the specific re­
quirements are met. Such a plan as the one on the next page 
insures adquacy and yet permits much freedom in individual 
choice of food, while still teaching tm patient the d1etarJ 
essentials around which her daily menus shcmld be planr»d. 
It. must be remembered that the consumption of the right 
amounts and kinds of food e is only a part of good nutri t1on. 
While the mother is learning good food habits she should 
be taught the value of proper rest, sleep, and exercise, 
all of which are so important to the esta. bli shment of good 
nutrition in its fullest se111e. 
Summary of t1, Diet Dur.lng Pregm.ncy and Laot.at1on: 
•11k: One quart daily 1s desirable. · It may be taken as
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a lteverage with meals or between meals, or it may be cooked 
into the foods , as in cream soup e, au eta rc1.s , creamed di shes, 
and such. Buttermilk aq replace milk, and cheese may also 
be used in place of part of tm milk. 
Vege.tables: Two or more liberal servings daily of which 
at least one should be raw. (An ordinary: serving equals 
tour heaping tablespoons or one half a measuring cup.) Lea.t., 
green vegetables, such as lettnce� spinach, cabbage, dande­
lion greens, chard, broccoli, and etc., should be used da.111'• 
One potato is also desi�able. 
l'mit: At least two servings dai]J. One of tblaa should 
be a citrus fruit or toDBto (raw or canned.) 
Whole Gre.1n Products: At least two servings daily of 
e1�er whole grain bMad or cereal. (One hal.t cup cereal 
equals approximately one avem.ge, a-11 c, bMad.) 
:Sgg: · One daily. 
Kea ts One liberal serving of lean a·a t daily during preg­
nancy. L1 ver 1 a valuable. Fi sh may oc ca s1 onally be uaecl. 
instead at meat. Since a high protein diet seems to favor 
milk production, meat, or its equivalent, may be used twice 
daily, du r1 ng tbe nursing . pe rl ed. 
Butter: Should be used in moderate amounts. 
Cod liver oil: Or it s equivalent, 2 teaspoons daily. One 
of the accepted concentrates of f1 sh liver oils in capBlle 
form is acceptable. 
Acld1 tional Food: To meet daily energy requirements and 
:rood likes, remembering that much more food can be eaten 
during the nuri1ng_period tban during the period ot preg­
nancy without excesa1ve w61!Jlt gain. When there 1s a ten­
dency to gain weight _too rap1dl.J. restrict foods rich in 
tats, sugars or starches, such. as gravie •• bacon, mayonnaise, 
tat meats, macaroni, spaghetti, and rich deserts, as pies, 
pastries, cakes; too much ice cream, chocolate, candy, 
sweetened beverages, such a a g1n1•r ale, and etc. 
Waters 81x to eight; glasses daily unleaa there is need to 
restrict this amount dur.lng the latter part or pNgnancy. 
PRDATAL OARE OF THE BREASTi 
The care or the breasts and nipples may be ree,&rded as 
one ot the minor problems ot obstetrics, for one is apt to 
tocus the attention on such phaaea as tbt toxemias or pan­
ur1 t1on itself as being more sign1f icant. But this par\1-
cular minor problem 1s also important, as on it.a proper 
handling should depend ·aaceesstul nuralng, heal thy babies 
am happy mothers. ("7) 
Kuch bas been wrl tten on this subject and it is tar trea 
being all 1n agreemmt. The authcra of the stande..rd text­
books on obstetrics differ on many points of treat•nt. 
Even the terms uaed comeming this region of the bodJ are 
contusing. 
The care of tm breasts and nipples should begin early 
in pregnancy an4 in evt1ry patient they should be exam�ned. 
Thi breasts need mos� avoidance of tre.1111a, pel'baps fuppon, 
and protection trom cold 1n 111.nter. Umally, and esptcially 
if they are heavy, a support or brassiar 111 1n:11cated, worn 
L.;...:_._ _  .____ _-:·�- ---- -- ·-- -·-- ----·�---� .. --· ..... 
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not so tight as to flatten the nipples or to. compress tbe
breasts. The patient is instructed to bathe· the nipples 
gently each day w1th bland soap and water. Some adViN 
gentle friction of the nipple with a towel or with a small 
brush. About half of the authors urge the dally application 
of some ointment, such as lanolin, especially in the last 
three months. A number tavor tbe use of some liquid, au.ch 
as dilute alcohol, borax and alcohol, glycerol ot tannin, 
and etc., blt these aolutiona are probably harmful as theJ 
would be prone to crack the more easily. &at is desired 
is an erect, plie,ble nipple. The flat er retractable nipple 
ahould be drawn <11 t or made to erect it self dsi ly by gentle 
grasping the b(1 se or just beyond the m. se -in the areola. 
Peraerverance in this during the latter part of pregnancy 
w111 aometimea accomplish much. A r.,, obstetricians urge 
that all nipples be thus drawn out. It uterine contractions 
follow these •thod s they w111 ·i..ve to be abandoned and 
they might better be omitted in the early months of preg­
nancy in all patients. It m. s been suggeatet. by Cowan, ·that 
· in pregnancy the nipple be protected by aurround1 ng it w1 th
a small doughnut of cotton wrapped w1 th a narrow bandage.
POST PAR'l'UJ( CARI OF THE BREAI'!:
Beclt states that a pm per post pa.rtum routine must aim 
to avoid or relieve the conditions ots
l. tender and tis sured nipple s
2. painful e:ngorge•nt of the bn, a.at.a
3. the anxiety ot the mother concerning her 1nald.111;J
to nurse her child 
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4. the supplementar.r feeding.
In ad.di tion to the ma sures wh1 ah aid in the reali­
zation or these aims we must include in cur management o t
the breasts every possible means of preventing infection, 
since mastitis is not only a serious matemal complication. 
but its treatment requires the discontinuance of nursing 
and thereby it becomes an additional factor in the loss of 
the breast secretion. 
1. Tender and fissured nipple a I After delivery, the
care of the nipples dE:pends largely upon a) cleanliness, 
b) the use or a sensible schedule for nurs1.ng, and c) treat­
ment of fissures. 
a) Cleanliness: Absolut.e asep sis is admittedly im­
possible. If, however, • regard the nipple a as areas 
containing many minute orifices each of which 1• capable 
of becoming infected we shall !pprecS.a te the need or employ-
ing a routine which 1 s as aseptic as possible. Because 
fissures a.re the usual rorerwmers of mstitis their p:nt­
vention and prompt relief are essentatally a part of the 
prophylaxis against infection. lfe Ehould avoid touching 
the nipples with anything which ms mt been previously 
boiled or sterilized. Except tor the child's mouth, which 
obviously cannot be sterilized, this rule can be followed 
as scrupulously in the ca.re of the breast as it is in the 
dre se1ng of a clean e urgio al wound. The water a a we 11 as 
the cotton daubs employed in cleansing th9 nipples before 
and after nursing';are lx>i led before using. There is a pre­
valent idea that nipples mould be waeh.ed, and. boric solution 
·'--·
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18 mo.et generally used. The procedure varies slightl7, but 
is usually done by the use ot a small applicator moistened 
w1 th boric solution, and a few daubs nade on the nipple · 
before and after nursing. Boric solut1 on bas no a.nt1sept1c 
value and certainly can have very little value, if any, as 
a. cleanser in the ha sty a.n:l inef:f1 ci ent way it is usually
applied. As soa.p and water is the best cleansing agent we 
have, why would it not be sufficient heN? Hospitals having 
used both techniques (18 )·, have gradually abandoned the 
boric acid due to the gratifying reduction or complications 
with the soap anl ·water athod. This technique is simple 
I 
and can readily be used with the minillWII of preparation. 
In the intervals between feedings a. piece of sterile 
gauze strapped over the nipples protects them from contam­
ination. Neither the patient nor the nurse l!lbould touch 
this a.res. with her fingers. The practice of pulling out 
the nipple before nursing 1s pe m.1c1ous as this structure 
. ca.n be forced into the intants mouth by holding this tissue 
in the V1 cini ty of the areola. The nurse should never pre­
pare the breasts for nur at ng without t1 rat cleansing her 
hands •. The patient's niglltgown shculd open in front or 
ahou�d have a yoke sufficiently low to permit easy access 
to the nipples through it. To draw the bottom of the 
nightgown up over the breasts is uncleanly and a tra1.ttul 
aource or intectio� since 1t frequently is soiled by the 
aaterile vaginal discharge. If' the child baa a purulent 
ophthalmia., or pustular eruption, great care should be 
used to avoid contamim t1on from this source. 
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b) A sensible_s_chedule of nursi!B: A sensible
schedule of nursi ng is the most imoortant of all the treasures 
which 1Jim to prevent tender arrl fissured nipples. For the 
first two or three days little, or no nourishment is ob-
tained from the breasts. Duri ng th is time the child I s attanpts 
to nurse are very vigorous. By conp aring t re nursing of 
an infant at the end of the f1 rst twenty four hours, wi th 
that of another who is six or seven days old 1 t may be ob­
served that the fir st cau see no re tmuma in a few minutes 
than does the ,latter in a much longer peri od. The fi rst 
child repeatedly grasps the nip�le between its lips and 
alveolar ridges, while the latter, after drawing upon the 
nipple until a sufficient quantity of milk is obtained, 
swallows the same and usually rests a short time befo re 
repeating the process. If, therefor e, we allow the mother 
and child to follow their own inclination many nipples vd 11 
become very sensitive arrl. even fis sured by the time the 
milk secretion is well established. After seeing this 
demonstration, many physicians co ncl. ude that it would be 
better to keep the infant off the breast until the secre-
tion of milk has commenced. An objection to this conclus-
ion is the fact that considerable anxiety on the part of 
most mothers would result if treir children did not nurse 
daily, and all who l"ave studied lactati on admit that con­
tentment is assen ti al to a good milk supply. It is felt 
that this anxiety is A.void ed am at the sa100 tine conside r­
able trauma is prevented by permit ting the cll ild to go to 
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the breast only every six brurs tor tbs f1 rst two or three 
days. At these nursings just one nipple is used and the 
infant is allowed to suckle not longer than f1 ve minutes. 
!pus only ten minutes of nursing on ea.ch breast aN pel'llittk 
daily. Atter the milk coma a in, teed1ag s are given every 
three hours and last f'if teen minutes. While at the bnast 
the 1�ant shald be permitted t.o nurse an!I. not encouraged 
te sleep . until it has re.eel ved sutticient nourishment. 
Atter the third or fburth day, wmn the milk supplJ is 
tully established, the regular schedule is then adhered to. 
All textbooks on pediatrics stress tbl importance ot com­
pletely emptJing tbl breast atter each teed1ng. It is 
claiad that complete enptying ot the gland 1s neoea•17 
tor the maintenance ant at1mula t1on ot a.n abundant milk 
supply. It 1s mainly tor "111a reason tbs. t only one breast 
1a permitted at a teed1ng. Although mt.hers are instructed 
to completely empty the btvaat atter each nursing, relatively 
tew carry this out--firstly, became it is very irksome and 
secondly, because the 1q,mvement observed is almost negli­
gible. Accord!� to the experience ot 1fitk1n (6:,), the 
stripping of the breast at the end of each nursing 1a not 
nearly so helpful aa tb.e e21>reas1on of some milk just be­
fore baby is te4. 
It we examine the manner in which milk leaves the bre an 
of the mother whose baby 1s adeq\8 tely and aucceaatully :red., 
we find, on manual e:xp reaaion, t.he number of jets expelled. 
from. the nipple are 111u11--twelve o·r more. They do not appear 
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all at once--usuallJ four or five at a time--depend1ng on 
the s1 te of pressure exerted on the areola by the thumb 
and :forefinger of the expre ss1ng hand. This demonstrates 
that the successful f\.tncti cri of the breasts depends mainl7 
on tbe patencJ of the ducts. Per contra. in cases wmm 
difficulty prevails we find only three or four jets appear­
ing and no more. This obv!aisly is accounted for by the 
occlusion of the NQl&1n1Bg ducts either within the areola 
or nipple or at their exits due. perhaps, in the early dqa 
ot neonatal life to tlB high vi•cosity of colostrum or later 
on to coa lated milk products. The fbod thus experiences 
res1stanc in leaving the bmast. It is obvious, thent:f'ore. 
that the by of such a mther cannot poaaibly be satisfied 
or thrive. Should this be dis covered in the early dqa ·ot
an infants life one is able, in a large percentage of cases, 
to correct the abnormality by teaching the mother to ex- · 
press some milk from each breast (about one halt to one ounce 
before each :reeding) and advise feeding from both mammae 
at ea.ch nursing. 
The technique of manual eJ!Preasion i s  simple, and is clia­
cusaed at length el sews re 1n this paper. Both breasts 
are treated in similar fashion befcre ea.ch feeding. Should 
the mother regard the exp reseed milk as a waste she is at 
liberty to offer this to her baby by spoon or dropper, 
I suitably warmed, after tlB brerst feeding. 
The effect of this proeedure1 is apparent: aan, of the 
blocked canals are 
of colostrum, milk 
I 
restored to I :f\1 nc t1 on by the expulsion




d.uets or at their exits. Immedi a tely attar the duct a have 
cleared by this preliminary e:xpression, which usually takes 
not more than five minutes, the baby 1a first given one 
breast for eight to ten minutes, md then the other for f'1 ve 
to seven minutes. As a reml t of' this maneuver t.b.e milk 
will be found to flow ll)re freely am. abundantly. The child 
will thtts obtain a larger quantt ty of' nourishment, be mre 
contented am thrive. 
For quite a time W1 tltin has urged young mthers to adopt 
this method ot preliminary e:xp ress1on before each feeding 
in order to clear the .la ctiferm a duct a, sinuses am epen-
1ngs, and the unanimous verdict baa been that t.h1a det1n.1te� 
enhances breast feeding. Mothers are empha tie tba t t.b.ia 
procedure is far more beneficial and • sier ot execution 
. than the common teaching of completely emp1;ying the breast 
after each feeding. It is telt that any as.sure ot mccesa 
obtained b:, the latter method is :mt due to the simulation· 
ot the milk alveoli but to the c.1.e arame of some occluded. 
du.eta and s inusea of coagulated or 1napissated llillt produna • 
Previded the ducts are patent a!ld tm 1r opening :ruction 
properly so trhat the milk can m. ve the gland without h1n4-
rance. there will be no engorgement.. once the outfiow ot
milk becomes tree and conditioned thl bntasts take ea.re of 
themselves and become adapted. to the demands ot the child. 
The importance or bilateral breast teed1ng: --appar­
ently the administration of both breasts at each suckling 





one breast at a feeding. The nother is instructed te 
nurse her baby eight to ten minutes on one breast and about 
five to seven minute e on the other. Provided the duets and 
sinuses have been cleared by preliminary expression in the 
manner already discussed there is no fear whatever ot the 
breasts retrogressing as a result of not being •completel.J 
emptied• atter each per to rmance. 
We are apt to foreget tm t when a baby feeds on one 'brealt 
the other gland is reflexly stimulated. This would serve 
no useful purpose unless it was natures intention that both 
breasts should be ••ckled from By way of analogy, no 
farmer would milk on part of the cow's udder at ·one ti• 
and have the other part for the next aess1m, mt instead 
he invariably milks all four teats. The breasts should 'be 
treated in similar fashion.
In accordance with the prea ent teacb1ng tl'la. t only one 
breast is employed at a feeding, the gland is relieved· once 
in eight hours in the four hourly feedirg schedules, and 
once in six hours if tlree hourly feeding a are given. Thia 
definite� is not sufficient stimulation. In bilateral 
feedings both breasts are relieved every three or four heurs 
as the case may be and 1 s by :rar a upe l'io r 1n the • eta bl 1 sh-
men t of m1lk flow. 
As the lactating breast 1s cane tantly secreting milk, caa­
plete emptying is almost impossible. The teaching that 
any milk left in the bre aat after feeding eventually seal• 
its doom is probably a myth. 
. '--/-
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Wb.o would. venture to assert that the succeaefully 'breast 
ted baby completely empties the mm•e at each feeding? 
Probably nature •• ••re ;expects the 1ntm t to empty the 
breast completely. w1 th each feeding than 1 t eJrpects 1 t to 
inhale and exhale •complete]J • w1 th each respiration, or 
the lachrymal. gland to dl'&in completely with each bout ot
weeping 1n order to eustain its mbstanoe. Once outflow 
is free and fully established resolution seldom occurs so 
long as the mother and child are well. 
It m1u!Jt be 1Bl)ressed on the mother that all haalt)IJ 
'babies cenamae halt their feedings w 1th1n the f'1 rst t.wo 
minutes; that w1 thin t.1 ve m1ntttes 1 t has swallowed. two third.a 
or three fourths of . the tot al feed. and that ver7 11 ttle 
milk 1t any 1s conaumed after eight to ten minutes suckling. 
'J.'h1s does not neceasar1]J mean that tblre is no more milk 
· left within the breast. It enl y •pl1e s tat the child
will not take any more Jlilk after ten to fittem minutes.
The importance of not allowing the child to apencl more 
than fifteen minutes at each feeding CaJDlot be exaggerated. 
as infants who are te4 tor periafrs ot tbirty to forty t.lv.e 
minutes or lenger, almost invarmbly give jrou1»le. I't is 
bad tor the infant because, after ten to fifteen minutes
the ch114 swallows large quant1 ties of a 1r which cause colic, 
restlessness, crying and sleeplessness. FfrtlBrmore, llhen. 
'babies are t•d tor such long periods their guas am tongue 
'beco• painful. If' the mouth of such an infant 1a caref\llly 
examined .with a good li@Jl t the gwna an4 to 1Jg11e are of ten 
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tound to be ra,r, infl ammed aid angry-looking. This ex­
plains why sueh a child frequently refuses the bMast. The 
mother in turn suffers as a reeul t of the considerable trauma 
on the nipple through prolonged s uckl1ng. Another point 
which one can only mention briefly is that successful breast 
feeding does not depend only on the vis a trons exerted by 
the baby in the process of suckling as claimed in most 
textbooks, but depends at least as much on the vis a tergo 
supplied by the breast 1 ts elf. This is ably pointed out 
by Waller who described the reflex mechanism of the breast 
as a :force existing w 1th1n the glam, capa bla of producing 
outflow quite independent of tm l:aby. This reflex expul­
sion, however, is enha.med by the infant through 1 ts suck­
ling and rhythmic b1 ting act.1 on. 
Far be 1 t to g1 ve the impression that the patency of the 
lactif'eroua ducts am. ready outflow of milk are the only 
factors required in successful feeding. Tb!re are so m&ny' 
other things of Vital importance a few of which can only be 
mentioned here. The mother, needless to sq must be willing 
and keen to feed her bab:,. She must. be prepared to devote 
most of her time to the mw arrival, especially during the 
fi rat two months of it a existence. Sbe'" should make all 
necessary arrangements at least f'lfteen minutes before eadl 
feed--about five minutes of' which should be devoted to the 
toilet of the n1pplea am their Jreliminary expreas1on. 
She should be seated comfartably in a low chair and so 
placed that the n�pple f'alls easily into the be. by' s mouth 
.J 
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and ascertain tbs. t the infant can breath treely through 
1 ts nostt"ils. 
c) The treatment of f'is sures: This 1 e simi lar to
the treatment of small wmnde in other i:a rte of the body. 
In order that 'they my be discovered early the nipples should 
be inspected daily. Under a routine of cleanliness and rest 
this troublesoa complication rapidly disappears. Absolute 
rest can be obtained only by dis oont,1nu1ng tm nurs1ng on 
the affected breast. While th is is an excellent procedure 
when viewed from the standpoint or surge17 it 11 not juat1-
ficable in most cases as the stimulating effect of suckling 
is essential to lactation. 
By using a nipple shield (such as Sloane's), partial rest 
may be favored without interfering with the function of the 
breast which is so important at this time. Between nursings 
the painful nipples a re kept cove red lf1 th e1 ther the lea4 
or perforated aluminum shield of Ziegler. AgR03, or the 
various ointments are not necessary according to Emmert (27) 
since this treatment if properly carried out coJll)letely 
heals the fissures. 
However, a word of cm tion must be inserted here, against 
the use of the lead shield, as the literature contains nuar­
eua instances of fatal lead pe1son1ng in the nurB1ng infant 
due to the prolonged use ot the nipple llh1tl4.(l2) 
2. Painful Engorgement of the Breasts: Thia subject is
discussed in detail elsewm re in this paper. 
:,. Anxiety of the Koth, rs Beem se of the deleterious 
-
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eff'ect of worry upon lactation .,.. should strive to keep 
from the mother, knowledge or anything which might give rise 
to anxiety. The child should be kept in another room in 
order that its crying may not die turb her. Should it lose 
in weight, nothing can be gained by informing the mother 
or this fact. Oheerfulnass on the pa.rt of the nurse is a 
great help during the early day a of the puarperiWI. 
4. Supplementary P'eedi;ngs: Sime moat infants prefer to
nurse from a bottle supplemental feedi�s should be clis­
couraged unless they are absolutely necessary. The child 
ahoul.4 be weighed before am after each breast feeding, an4 
the bottle when given should contain only sut'ficient milk 
to equal the difference between the amount it received from 
the breast and the amount which should have been obta.1.necl. 
It is a poor plan to gtve breast am artificial feedings 
at alternate nursing periods as the child us�ally will wait, 
for ita bottle to avoid suckling. Whenever artificial food 
is prescribed it should be given 111J1ed1ately after its 
breast feeding. · 
BXPREBSION OP llOTHER1 S llillt: 
'!'he use of' art1f'1c1al elq) resa1. on or m ther' s milk, ex-
cept to start the now preiiminary to nursing, is aeldom 
indicated. The use of the breast pump in the t:n,atment of 
breast complications frequently causes a f'urthe r spread ot
1ntect1on. The common custom ot pumping shauld De dis­
couraged. When 1ndica ted, an aseptic technique should be 
employed, 1.e., the pump should be boiled before using ancl 
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contamina t1on mould be a.voided by not allowing it to 
touch unsterile objects. 
1. Mechanical Methods:
Abt (2) described the first satisfactory breast pump 
driven by mechanica 1 methods in 1923. Suction was obtained 
by an electrically drl ven, reciprocating pump with the aid 
of a vacuum chamber, combined w.l th a 1pecial glass nipple 
shield. The suction pro diced was not cx>n tinuous, but alter­
na.ted w1 th expulsion. The degree ot suction regl sters 'by 
a gage which may be readily 1'88'11.a.ted to suit ti» conven­
iencte or the patient by a relief valve a:t the top ot the 
pull). '!'here is a. rubber tip attached to the bottom or the 
vacuum chamber. A longitudinal al.it in this tip permit a 
the expulsion of the milk from the chamber into the recept.aQJ.e. 
'!'he usual method of cleansing 1a employed. The gland 
nipple shield has been ae constnicted that the c:t.rctlldar-
ence reaches beyond the areola men the nipple is drawn 1nt.o 
t·he shield·. The tip of the nipple should be in a line 41-
rectly in the center of this opening; otherwise urutqua.l auction 
1a produced, resulting in the shutting off' of' the milk ducu 
ever a certain sector. 11b.en the nipple is directly in the 
center ot the shield, it is observed that the milk nows 
freely in many fine streams • 
Willcox ( 61) has suggested a f\trthe r atta'\mment fer, the 
foregoing breast pump--& surprisiq;ly simple attachment--a 
resilient sponge rubber ring so designed th.at it is readily 





PWIP• Thia may be fal!bioned by the p1'7aician hiaself, or 
purchased (J. G. Franklin and Sona, Ltd., London.) 
This rubber ring, on extensive cl.1n1cal. trial, was touncl 
to be a DIB.rk.ed addition to the comfort of the patient and. 
much more easily establi shed sue t1. on. '!'he bruising ·frequent­
ly accompanying the u.ae of a breast punp in normal cases, 
i.e., when exhaustion of the breast is neceaaary because
et poor. nipples or a primature en 114, ha a been found to be 
completely absent when the pad 1a used� 
Inc1clently, 1n hospitals where breakages are a 0011mon 
oecurrence, 1 t has been found tba t the naber of 4amaged 
breast pumps has been frequently n,duoed because of the p� 
teetion afford.ed to the glaaa end. 
Although the pump will e:xpreas. the milk without any furtller 
aid, the quant1 ty of milk obtal ned 1a always gmater. wbln 
gen'tle oompreasion of the ll9.ee or the breast 1a •cl.e. Tb.111 
••••s to aid tm vae uu, and facilitates a are ooaplet-e 
emptying. '!'he base ot the entire breast :need not be com-
pre a sed at one t1m • Good re sul ta a re ob\&1 m d b7 ooa-
pres s1ng. one 1ector of the 'breast at a t1•. !be breast 
may be emptied by the pump in ta .to twelve minut.ea , an:l 
occaaionallJ an a44e4 cpant1ty may be obtaimd by using the 
pump for fifteen minutes. In aome CFJ. aes, a peried. ot five 
minutes was sufficient to empty each biteaat. 
When the •chine 111 being used tor the t.l.rst t1•, there 
ia occasionally a delay in the :tree :flow ot the ltreaat millt. 




barmless, this retardation of tbe milk flow 1s O'lercome. 
Per this reason, it is best 1n all cases to clemonstrate to 
the pa t1ent the action of the pump by applying the shield 
to the palm of the hani or the cheek. The amount of preaa .. 
ure in &11 cases should be low for tlB first tew strokes, 
and it 1s best to 1ncmaae the pressure aocord.1ng to the 
patient's comfort. Experiments have shown the beat rea11lta 
are obtained with a pressure of from six to eight 1ncll.ea, 
as indicated by the pressure dial. 
!he results obtaimd by a long aeries of teats at the, 
Chieago Lying-in Hoapi tal have pmmptecl Abt to recomaend. a 
breast pump in the :f'ollowing instances: 
1. In those inst. ancea ill wh1eh. adequate aaeretion
et milk was unduly 4elayed, the • • o :r the PWIIP produced. 
nt:f'icient stimulation to eauae an unba.mperetl t'J.ow o:r mill:. 
a. !he machine was very use:rw. 1n relieving engorge..
ment and painful breasts, in 1h1cb cases the pressure was 
reduced so that the vacuo e,a.ge registered from 2-4 1no•• 
1-n.atead' of the usu.al 6-8 incllea.
,. Only .a tew cases ot i!IV'erted nipples presented 
themselves for observatton. In these eaaes, a saller 
nipple shield 1a used at the ou lra•t. Thia small shield 
pulls out the inverted nipple TfJr'J readily. After several 
strokes, the nipple at.ands out prominently. and the milk 
tlowa rea41ly as though the �ipple had. not been inverted. 
In so• ca sea. \he nipple was 4rawn out and· r•a1ned. ao per­




4. The nurses claim tm. t the pump affords a more
etf1c1ent ••thod of obtaining milk, leae t1• am labor are 
consu11ed, and a greater quant1 ty or milk is obtainea.. One 
nurse observed that the nipples became eof t and could be 
more read.11:, grasped by the tin.fan;. 
Adair and. Pack (4) have suggested another indication tor 
uae of the breast pump. In a search of the 11 terature theJ 
bave d.rawn the conclusion that ma.BUBry carcinoma ia in 
large part due to the resultant irritation that follows 
the retention or stagnating seem t1ona within the duct 
•1•te• of the breast. Cf 200 paU.ent s w1 t.h mammary oarc1noma
aelected conaecutively from the 'Ina aat ·c11n1c at Bew York 
Memorial Hospf�al, 183 had at om or more times a well­
markec! aecretol'IJ stasis 1n the breast. Becretory ataais 
ma:, be due to a.iv one or to a combinat1cn of the tollowing 
cond.1 tionas malflinct1on or incomplete tunct1on due to fail• 
ure to nurse the child, to miacarrja,gea and. .tn.complete 
lactation, to &1 pap14 succession of ch1ldb1rtha w1taou, 
normal interva.la for proper dratmge b:, suckling, to the 
non-establishment of aammar, functions and tb9 eon.sequent. 
accumulation of stagnant cell detr1tu1 within the small 
duets, to stenosi s a. t the nipple such as the anguls. tion ot
the ducts acconrpan:,1ng inverted nipples, or to stenoa1s at 
any point along, the drainage 11st em. 
A chemfcal 1 rri ta tion and in tl ammation 1a pNKll1 ced wi w.n
tbe duets am in the pe r1ductal Us sue by the following 





artificial means; a dissolution of the milk follows into 
its chemical components; some of these end products are 
lactic acid am butyric aeid--both are mrked irritants. 
Adair has demonstrated by chemical analysis the presence 
ot lactic acid in stagnant human il1.lk. Experimental car­
cinoma in lower animals has been produced by the applications 
ot lactic acid; 'butyric acid is a •uch stronger irritant. 
The tissue reactions to these 1rr1 tant, s in and ab>ut tbB 
ducts are manifested by hn,erplasia of the duct al ep1 theliu11 
and mononuclear 1nf'1ltrat1 on of' the stroma. b) Dur1ng preg­
nancy there is greatly increased production of new ductal 
epithelium and new acini 1n order to produce milk in suf'ti­
cient quantity. By tm artificial cessation of' lactation, 
this bulk of new tissue ia lodted within the b:Nast to undel'­
go sudden atrophy, desquamation and degeneration. It •&J 
be tba t this abrupt charge af'f'orcls ano tlBr source of chem­
ical irritation. 
The relative frequency of carcinoma in the upper outer 
quadrant, commonly called the •tail of the breast,• has been 
attributed to the faulty dm.inage incident to its greater 
41 stance from the -nipple• Ewing lilte'fd. se ha a been impressed 
with the evidence or stagnation 1n the ducts le ad1ng from 
the segment involved by carcinoma. 
'!he prevention of secretory stasis in the breast er its 
relief when present is then, om athod of avoiding mammal'7 




careful use of local moist mat, by gentle massage con­
sisting of a stroking motion from periphery to nipple, a 
soft rolling of the nipple between the thumb and index 
finger in order to dislodge the desiccated plugs 1n the ter­
minal duct.a of the nipple, and by the use of the electric 
breast pump. Carcinoma must be m st carefully excluded be­
fore resorting to these procedures. 
llany years following pregnancy it is possible to express 
material trom the bre1st by this gentle maneuver together 
w1 th the breast pull). This m terial may be ei tiler a cre&IIJ 
paste or thick semi-fluid mucin. The bulb aand p1111p baa 
been uaed to empty these breasts ro r a nuber of years, but 
tbe electric breast pump is much more satisfactory. 
The Abt electric pUIII) already diacrlbed. permits tbe fairly 
rapid alternation of suction with pressure 1n order to
massage tbe nipples a a does the nursing infant. It aay 'be 
used to advantage in tm tmatnent at those ccnd1t1.ons pre­
vious:q mentioned, 111hich predispose in ti• to the develop. 
ment ot mammary carc1noa, e.g., the engorgement ot the 
breasts after miscarriage or preature labors. The breast 
pump successtull7 r•oves the come4o-llke casts ot oell 
detritus round in the t7pe of chronic maatit1a wi'Ul enor,,;. 
moue dilated ducts, the so-called •w.r1cocei. • 1:umor of 
tbe 'breast. It atforcls good drainage for other "Varietie a 
et chronic mast1t1a which discblrge from the nipple. It 
aecurea sufficient exudate am content ot cells to permit 




tranallluminatien of the brae.et precedes an1 tollows the 
use of the breast pump in certain cases of bleeding nipple, 
the 1ntraductal papilloma, which may be responsible for the 
saguineoue discharge, can be definitely localized. A sig­
nificant number of multiparous females with one norma1 and 
one inverted nipple develop carcinoma in the braast with 
the inverted nipple, presumably cile, as indicated by the 
nursing history, to improper lactation and 1nsutf1c1ent 
draiM.ge by suckling. The electric 'breast PWII> not on'.q 
milks such breasts but aids in the extrusion of the nipple. 
However, a word of caution nat be scnnled against tb.e 
electric breast pump, for it can be a source of contamination 
of breast milk later fed to bl bie s in the hospital nurseries. 
!hese accepted mechanical devicEN!, of the cylinder pis­
ton type, produce a suction on tbe down atrolm of the pis­
ton am a back pressure of air on the up stroke ot the pis­
ton. Due to the tact tba t the cylinders and pistons can 
practically never be sterilized and kept sterile, it otters 
a real problem, as any PUIIP with a 'b&ck pressure may cause 
bacterial or spores 1n tht PUii> cylinder to be pushed back 
into tm breast milk being extracted trom the mother. 
In studying the problem of a thrush epid•ic in the nu� 
aery, one hospital superintendent, Beerman ( 34), attempted 
to locate the source or tht apm ading infection, and 1n­
veatige.ted sterile water supply, formula room technique, 
nursing bottles, and nursing nipples. Finding all ot the••





aajori t1 of the infants having thrush ••• using breast 
m1llt extracted by the breast pumps. An- analysis of rubber 
tubing, bottles, and other equipment on these pumpa ! revealed.
no source. When tm cylinders of the various pumps were 
taken apart an! cultured on Endo' a--no 1'4'phoid was shown, 
mt significantly there was one colony or an unidentified 
Gram posi t1ve bacilli, three colonies ot. Staph. al bus, �cl 
a Gram smear ab.owed a number et spores or monilia albicana. 
A study of the technique used b7 the nurses revealed th.at 
under certain condi tiens, particu larly with the bottle used 
• .  
on tht breast pwap beiig :nearly Atll of bn,aat milk, the
auction would pull some of the milk into the rubber tublng, 
and this possibly weuld go into the cylinder. A aeconl
bottle was inserted in series to talm 1n the overspill, but 
even this did not elimi:na te all of the hazar4s. Therefore, 
there mua,:t, be soa defect. 1n tbe brea at pumps 1D general. 
One patient coaplained of excnieia11ng pain when"� pwap :/ .. ) -:t 
was started on :full \IL cuwa, and m tioed bleeding am: lacer-
ation in the nipple. 
Bxperiments showed thl.t the size of the pplioator· shcn1ld 
be reduced. It was difficult to ua e auch all applicators 
w1 t.h the ordina17 pulaati ng piston or bell ws breast pup. 
Therefore it was 4eterm1ned that tbe only 
pump would be one and my inter-
ru.ption or vacuum should be by introducing tmospharic press­
ure at the Jilk container or applica. tor.
Buch a co
j
tlnuoue vacuua -chine would el l im te air
·- -
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being forced back to the milk trom a con ta1111na ted c711nder 
or bellows. Such a continuous vacuum ma�hine on the rotar, 
principle could, under no circumstances, even though the · 
machine itself was not sterile, then infect tb9 tubing or 
milk. 
Thia rotary suction machine should 'be set tor a maxim 
pressure, preferably 9 ind.Lea and that there 1a m reason 
tor any suction above this. A vacuum above this is a terrific 
force when we consider atmospheric pressure or 15 lba./aq. in. 
Tae motner 1s able to release th.e vacuum partially or 
entirely l,y applying ber finger to an air inlet valve in 
the cap or tbe bottle. '!'his prevent a the production ot a 
.. 
high vacuum which may injure nipple a er mthera when no"t 
properly re91,lated. 
The small glass applicator, as developed, is·tbe ·ast, 
etf'icient to use with the rotary pwnp. This applicator with 
proper manipulation by tbe mother controlling the pulsating 
action would massage tlB breast -by atmospheric preamre and 
gives the greatest comfort to the mother and· extracts tAe 
largest quantity or milk. 
Abt (3) bas also devised a breast pwap in which the 
suction is produced by water pressure. Such a pump can be 
used in &DJ' home by attadling it to a water faucet. The ad­
vantages are ita low cost and ease with 'Which 1 t can be 
aal'ried ·about. 
It 11 neeessary for the auceeaatul operation ot this 4e­
vice that the auction be regulated and not excessive, and 
I 
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tbat atter each moderate pull thete be a pause produced by 
release of the suction. Th1·s pump can al so be used to draw 
.out irwerted nipples. On the 01:he r hand ., the device is 
tar le s e et:ficient tha. t the electric breast punp in stiw­
lating the milk secretion ani 1n reesta b11sh1ng milk in a 
dry breast. FurtherIIDre, the water pUJII> does not succeed 
as well 1n f1 a sured nipples and 1n Ell gorged or caked breasts 
in which the be.ck·pressure afforded by the electric ma.chine 
proves of' the gre ates t benet1 t. 
The 1ntens1 ty of tl'B suction 1s regulated. by increasing 
or decreasing tm stream of water that mns through the PUIIP• 
Unfortunately ., water preseure is a, low in some localities 
that these pumi,s cannot always be operated et'feot1:ve1y. 
Jl&nual Ket.hods 'l'his methoi of e:xp ress1on of milk is much 
more free of hazard than the me chan1ca l ms thod s, and is 
satisfactory to tlB moth.er. 
Kanual expression was apparently anployed centuries ago 
to relieve an excess supply of milk in the ·breast as well 
as to stimulate an 1ncrea sed. production, 'tu t it was not un­
til the early twentieth century tm. t the re we re any scien­
tific medical articles on this stbjeot. It is mown that 
this type of expression was used in the lying-in ho spitals 
in France during the last century w1 th great success • 
.Although human mothers may dis cl.a 1m any correlation w1 th 
the tunct1on1ng of' the cow, we_ must co ns1der just om a1m1- · 
lari ty and tha. t 1 s, that the cow wh oae u44ers are not 




is with the human ooth.er. In a.ny case where there is contra­
indioa. tions to nursing on the pa rt of tl's ch1ld--th1s method 
should be considered. 
The first instruction given to tl:B ooth.er about the actual 
procedure of manual expression is identical in each case,
but slight variations are usually recessary for each mother. 
In order to understand this p:mcess we must a9,1n quickly 
consider the anatomy of the breast. The •ilk 18 manufact­
ured in the mammary g1 ands t'.rom '. :wh1 ch 1 t flows th m ugh the 
milk tutulee which converge from all parts of tm breast 
into the milk sacs. The milk sacs are located under and be­
hind the areola.. Each sac mrrows into a milk duct whioh 
in tum paeses umer the base of the n1pp1e and ends 1n a 
tiny aperture at the top. 
The mother washes mr hands well, cleanses the nipple with 
soap and water rinsed otr with sterile water, am is then 
ready to expre s8 her milk into a sterile glass or graduate. 
She proceeds in the following manners 
First, as the human nipple contains no storage reservoir, 
the mother expresses, rather than draws off, the milk.. The 
first two fingers are placed below and the thumb above the 
edge of the pigmented areola. 
Next she exerts pressu:ze upon the areola with a firm rut
gentle follow-up action converging at the base of the nipple. 
Thie, followed by a sljght pull at the base or tl:B nipple, 
coaxes the milk out. This pmcess is repeated from 30-60/ 
minute. 
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'fhe theory upon which we assume that manual el!l)reaeion 
increases the supply of milk 1n a well nourished motb:tr ia 
tba t each compression forces t� milk in the sacs an:l through 
the nipple each time producing a vacuum within the sac which 
is immediately filled with milk, as f1'8 quent� as thl vac­
uum is produced. This same situation is not found to be 
identical with use of the artificial. pumps which do not pro­
duce tm vacuum, and tberefore do not increase the mtb.er 1 a 
supply o:r milk, but on the contrary tend to 4ecreaae 1t. 
Some artificial puiapa may be a m.use of infection becauae 
of the distention of the duct, openings produced by the au.ct1on. 
However,the Abt pwap which imitates the nursing action ef 
the be.by by alt•rn.a.ting suction anl pressure on the nipple 
stiaula tea tbe milk aeoreti on. 
The pro eess is wit bout di acomfo rt especially if performed 
by the mother rather tmn the doctor or nurse. Laws and 
Skelley (44) state that of hundre4s of mthera who have 
visited their milk station, not om ease of mastitia baa 
developed under their a q, ervis1on. Jla.ssage of the 'Wh.ole 
breast is an entirely different process and should be dis­
couraged immediately. 
11EAKING1 
weaning must never be considered 1191t 
without a Justifiable reason. As 
may be necessary because ot grave 
or instituted 
suggested, 1 t 
tional d1sea•, 
or insanity of the mother. Acute di aease of the breast it­
self' may call for a temporar., abandonment ot nursing, and. 
�·---. .. �. · ·- ., l) 
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grc,sa oral malformtion of the infant, as cleft palate or 
harelip, may enforce weaning. 
Bland ( 11 ) thinks thl t weaning is be st accomplished by 
simply withdrawing tm infant conpl.etely from the breast, 
cleansing the nipples thoroughly, applying a sterile dl'9BS­
ing, a comfortable supporting brassier or bin1.er, restric­
ting the intake of milk, bit not of wa.ter or food, and apply­
ing an ice bag on each breast. Under this treatment, he 
says, the breasts may fill up moderately for 24 hours and 
cause a moderate degree of pa.in 11h1ch is easily relieved 
by the adm1n1strat.1.on of eoclei:m and aspirin, but nature 
rapidly absorbs the milk from the b1'9asts and in the ceurae 
of 48 hours the tension is rel.ieved and. soon lactation 1a 
completelJ arrested. 
Although many authors condemn the use of drugs 1n this 
cond1 tion, as many more are enthusiastic a.bout tbe use of 
them--espeoially th9 aut hors of some of tm nawer litera­
ture. 
Camphor-oil: Philpott (50) stated. tm.t •1ecal applica­
tions of camphor have been used to r many years to rel.ieve 
pain in the engorged breast, but little can be fcund in the 
literature referring to the general effect of this drug as 
an inhibiting factor on tbe lactating bntast. • In order 
I . 
to test the etf1c1ency of the method, iJ. e,a.ve 1ntramusmlar 
. injections of camphor in oil in 80 ca ser limiting his
therapy to patients who did not nurse tf• baby, and t.o 
patients whose babies were weaned dur1� their stay in the 
.. j 
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hospital. He concluded that camphor 1n oil given intra­
muscularly, has a definite 1nh1bit1ng action on lactation• 
and showed that 68 of his 80 cases ah.owed a pronounced bene­
f'1c1al ef'fect. 
ll'ollowing Ph1lpott 1 s publiea.U.on, Kcleile (46) began the 
use of camphor in oil at the Los Angeles County Hosp1 tal. 
and 1n his private practice, a.nl round thJ.t al1mough it 
could be given orally, that intramuscular injections were 
more effective. 
Kethod: G1 ve an I••• 1nject1 on of gr •. lj, oaap;b.or in 011, 
as follows: On the :first day give 2 doses, one in tlle 
morning, and one at n1gb.t. On tbe second, third., and fourth 
days give one dose each morning. Begin your· administration 
on the first day after deli very if possible. Avoid the 
use of other procedul"es such as ice bags, tight.. binlers, 
active oatharais, restriction of' liquids, and etc. If the 
. breasts ehow any evidence of tunction after tm fourth Aa.J, 
give one daily dose on tm fifth an4 sixth days. 
It was noted that if the camphor was used. before the 
breasts had actually begun to function, practically no 
tenderness, pain, heaviness of t:ta bNast,s, or other evi­
dence of engorgement were observed. If the 'breaits were 
already filled with milk before treatment was instituted, 
engorgement and slight pain for approxinately six hours 
was o'bse?"V'ed in a small number of pe.tients. 
No 1diosyncras7 to the 4mg was observed in any ot the 
cases studied 'b7 Kclfeile. Philpott in his report states 
that one case of idiosyncrasy occurred in his series, the 
reaction to camphor being characterized by nausea and 
vomiting which ceased after withdrawal of the drug. 
A local reaction a.bent the site of injection was ob­
served in approximately 1% of eases. This appeared in from 
7-14 days after the 1nject1 on was given. The s1 te was
moderately reddened, slight edemtous, having a mised
edge am characterized by extreme itching. This clears
spontaneously on the third to fourth day. Ho other compli-
cations were observed.
Testosterone Propionate: A numbel!' of' investie1!,tor1 have 
I 
used this drttg experimentally 1n the suppression or lacta-
1 
tion. In a summary of the literature, Duffy (24) found 
I 
that this preparation was of considerable benefit, espec-
ially in those eases wlB re lactation was not def1n1 tel:, ••-
tablished. It is especially ef'fic1eint in relieving mammary 
I 
engorgement and in suppressing lacta,t1on in all cases in 
I 
which it was administered at tm be�nning of lactation, 
(1.e. on the third. or fourth day after delivery.) When 
I 
I I 
similar quant1 ties we:m injected immediat-ely post par tum 
I 
or after lactation had been established for some ttme, they 
I 
were ineffectual. 
Where given at the optimal time, the tenderness and en-
gorgemnt of the breasts were relieved promptly, sometimes 
I 
dramatically, and in all cases lactation was suppressed 
I 
within 24-48 hours. 
A4m1n1stered �ubcutaneously in qua�ti ties of 50-75 mg. 
J 
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over a period of 2-3 days it suppresses lactation. Smaller 
doses (5-10 mg.) may be administered to rel1eve the JBin 
and tenderness in the Engorged bmaets without diminution 
of secretion proVided nursing is continued at regular inter­
vals. 
Kethyl testosterone administered by mouth in doses ot
25 mg. at intervals of 4 hours fbr 6 dos ea produces results 
compara.ble to 50-75 mg. of testosterone proprlonate ad.min­
istered sub<J.1 taneo uely. 
St1lbesterols In a study of aan1n1ster1ng stilbesterol 
orally to 75 puerperal women for the purpose of suppressing 
or inhibiting lactation, Kuckle (48) found tm results ver, 
gratifying. 
An arbitrary dose of 5 118• of stilbesterol by mouth t.i.4. 
for a .total of six dos• was enp loyed. The patients we:na 
encouraged to drink liquids freely. Tight breast birders 
were not employed, laxatives were ordered only for oonsti­
pa.tion, and the time honored application of warm camphol"­
ated oil was not admitted. 
In no case did tl'B breasts tai 1 to become soft within 
24-36 hours if lactation had commenced. 'fhe usual teniel"­
ness and pain were leas pronounced and of shorter duration 
than with the older routim nentioned above. In a few 
instances, a slight amwnt of secretion was started tm day 
after delivery, filling of the breast could often be pre­
vented. 





some return of lactation, usually on the fourth or fifth 
day after the last dose of etilbesterol. When lactation 
l"'eappeared, there was less eneJ)rgement and the amount of' 
secretion was small. These patients we:re given a second 
course of stilbesterol, 5 mg. t.1.d. for one day, and this 
usually sufficed to suppress laota.tion permanently. 
Only two pa.tients of the series were nauseated, but in 
neither instance was it necessary to stop t:tB administra­
tion of the drug. No other untoward effects were noted • 
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